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SUMMARY

BACKGROUND. The voice is an important tool in many professions: the working ability of one

third of the employers in Finland is directly dependent on the voice. Prolonged voice use is called

vocal loading. It affects several voice parameters and may cause different symptoms (a few times a

year in 20-80% of voice professionals); these phenomena are modified by gender and several

exposure factors. Early stage of vocal loading (ESVL) is defined as the first 45 min of vocal

loading. Included in ESVL, there is an initial period of rapid vocal change called vocal warm-up

(WU), empirically familiar to many voice users. A post-loading short vocal rest (SVR) is

empirically considered beneficial for the voice production as well; the mechanisms of both WU and

SVR are largely unknown.

In voice production, the vocal tract gets the main excitation in the glottal closing phase,

which corresponds to the negative peak value of the first derivative of the glottal flow (dpeak). The

relationship between dpeak (in dB units) and the sound pressure level (SPL) has been found to be

linear at least in moderately loud voices. Moreover, there are secondary excitations occurring

elsewhere during the glottal cycle; their importance for voice production is not well known.

AIMS. Professional voice use involves more or less prolonged vocal loading, occasionally at high

intensity levels of voice. Therefore, this study addresses (1) the effects of vocal loading and (2) the

mechanisms involved in the intensity regulation. Hypotheses were:

1. ESVL is reflected in voice parameter values (Study I).

2. SVR is reflected in voice parameter values (Study II).

3. Vocal loading is associated with a change in subjective symptoms (Study III).

4. Gender, air humidity, output level of vocal loading and posture during vocal loading have

effects on ESVL and SVR changes and loading-related subjective symptoms (Studies I-III).

5. In addition to dpeak, other features of the glottal flow, such as secondary excitations, are also

involved in intensity regulation of voice with large SPL-range (Studies IV and V).
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SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Studies I-III. The subjects (40 females, 40 males) read aloud for 5 x 45 minutes, with a 45 min

lunch break. A set of voice samples ([pa:p:a] words produced normally, as softly and as loudly as

possible) was recorded five times during the test day. Four time-domain (fundamental frequency

(F0), closing quotient (CQ), open quotient (OQ), speed quotient (SQ)) and three amplitude-domain

parameters (glottal AC-flow (fAC), negative peak amplitude of the differentiated glottal flow (dpeak),

amplitude quotient (AQ)) were calculated from the glottal flow (the first stressed syllable of the test

word) estimated by inverse filtering (the IAIF-method); the values of intraoral pressure and SPL

were determined as well. In addition, voice range profiles (VRP) were recorded five times during

the test day, and the value of SPL in 2-4 kHz region was determined from the VRP upper limit

samples. Different subjective symptoms were asked with a questionnaire after each of the five

loading sessions. The subjects were exposed to combinations of three exposure factors during vocal

loading: (1) low or high air humidity; (2) low or high output level of vocal loading; (3) sitting or

standing posture during vocal loading. Statistical methods included ANOVA, Student’s t-test,

Mann-Whitney test and factor analysis.

Studies IV-V. The subjects (5 females, 6 males) produced [pa:p:a] words as softly as possible

without whispering. They raised the SPL-level in gradations of 5 dB until reaching 105 dB level; no

other restrictions regarding the voice production were given. SPL, F0, dpeak and intraoral pressure

values were calculated. A new parameter, Energy Ratio by Modified Excitation (ERME) was

presented to compare the effects of the main and secondary excitations.

RESULTS. In ESVL, several parameters showed a shift toward more effortful voice production.

The SVR effects were seen mostly as signs of a more rounded pulse form or less effortful voice

production. In SVR, the parameter mean values did not always return to the pre-loading level.

Most symptoms were at their lowest in the first vocal loading session, and increased to a

peak value after three or five sessions. Females (n = 40) had more Symptoms of neck, shoulders and

back than males (n = 40) pooled over the test.

Low humidity (n = 40) made the voice production more pressed during ESVL compared

to the high humidity subjects (n = 40). The low humidity subjects showed more Central fatigue and

Symptoms of neck, shoulders and back pooled over the test than those in humid air. The few effects
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of high output level of vocal loading were interpreted as signs of greater effort in voice production

(n = 40). During ESVL, the lower margin of the VRP rose in sitting (n = 20) and dropped in

standing males (n = 20). During SVR, the loading-related change toward the more effortful voice

production was better eliminated in the standing group (n = 40) than in the sitting group (n = 40).

The standing subjects had, on the other hand, more Symptoms of neck, shoulders and back pooled

over the test than the sitting subjects.

In addition to the value of dpeak alone, the shape of the differentiated glottal flow near the

instant of dpeak affected the SPL values. Moreover, based on ERME values, the secondary

excitations had an important role in production of soft and loud (over 85 dB) voices. The

relationship between dpeak (in dB units) and SPL was found not to follow the same linear function

throughout the whole intensity range (60 dB).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. A shift toward more effortful voice production after ESVL

may be a useful method to adapt oneself to vocal loading. WU took place during that period,

suggesting that the effect of WU on voice parameters may be a shift toward more effortful voice

production as well. Because the inter-individual variation in voice studies is large, ESVL caused

undoubtedly also vocal fatigue for some individuals. The SVR-results seemed to coincide with

empirical data on the effects of post-loading vocal rest; the eating and drinking may have played

some role in the results as well. Because the parameter mean values did not always return to the

pre-loading level during SVR, it is possible that a short break is not sufficient for the recovery in

voice professions. This finding has a direct implication for voice studies in general as well: the

baseline level should be controlled carefully to avoid artifacts.

Low humidity had negative effects on voice parameters and subjective symptoms

(especially in females); this finding is well in line with earlier studies implying that the viscosity of

the vocal fold mucosa or of the mucus increases in low humidity, leading to deteriorated mucosal

function. The findings imply that even moderate (seasonal) variations in air humidity produce

measurable effects in vocal performance. The finding that high output level of vocal loading was

reflected in the vocal performance during the pauses is in line with earlier studies as well. Standing

posture may be favorable for males in order to maintain relaxed vocal performance. In voice

studies, it is important to take into account the gender effects, and standardize the exposure factors

between the subjects.

The shape of the differentiated glottal flow near the instant of dpeak affected the SPL

values: the less smooth waveform was associated with less steep spectral slope and, thus, a larger
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SPL value. The present study has shed light on the role of the primary and secondary excitations in

the intensity regulation of voice. In a large intensity range, modeling the relationship between dpeak

and SPL calls for using more than one linear function.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. VOICE AS A PRIMARY TOOL OF TRADE

Human voice is an important tool in many professions in the present-day western world. In Finland,

there are approximately 900 000 people (Table 1) whose working ability is directly dependent on

voice. Voice care and cure have therefore been gradually developing into an important occupational

safety and health issue since the beginning of the 20th century.

Table 1: List of the approximate numbers of people in vocally loading professions in Finland in 1994 (modified from

Laukkanen 1995).

________________________________________________________________________________

Foremen 155 600

Sales personnel 136 609

Teachers 107 628

Managers   56 800

Secretaries   53 276

Day care workers   25 226

Business representatives   21 925

Military personnel   12 175

Personnel in PR and employment services     9 034

Telephonists     8 183

Travel agents     4 060

Priests and preachers     3 281

Information officers     2 354

Bank & post office employees     2 163

Radio  and TV editors     1 944

Theatre, opera     1 511

Singers, performers     1 333

Interpreters     1 400

Tourist guides        364

Other professions where the use of voice is necessary 

(bank, insurance, travel agency and health care personnel) 276 770

________________________________________________________________________________

In total 881 636

________________________________________________________________________________
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According to several studies published in the late 20th century, the proportion of

professional voice users who suffer from voice problems at least a few times a year varies from 20

to 80% (e.g., Russell et al. 1998, Pekkarinen et al. 1992). Being so ubiquitous, voice problems have

obvious economic consequences. Yet, the sum total of daily allowances paid for acute laryngitis or

functional dysphonia by the Finnish National Pensions Office (Kansaneläkelaitos) in 1999 was only

about 1.4 million FIM (Pentti Laine, personal communication) (Table 2). The low level of

expenditure may be due to several reasons: First, sick-leaves due to dysphonia or aphonia may be

coded in different ways: a common cold making a teacher’s voice hoarse could be diagnosed as an

upper respiratory tract infection or acute laryngitis according to the ICD-10 (1999) classification. In

more chronic cases, a clinician must sometimes decide between, for example, laryngitis and

functional dysphonia. Due to these inconsistencies, it is difficult to collect accurate data. Second,

the majority of sick leaves due to voice problems are short, and sick leaves lasting up to nine days

are not systematically recorded in Finland. Longer sick leaves are recorded centrally, however,

because the employers have to report them to the Finnish National Pensions Office in order to have

their daily allowances refunded. Therefore, the only set of data that covers the whole working

population lacks all short sick-leaves, which makes the true costs of voice problems very difficult to

estimate. Third, it is also quite common that voice professionals continue to work despite

substantial dysphonia. The reason for this may be the difficulty of getting a substitute or the

traditional way of not considering dysphonia a real illness. All in all, it seems that voice problems

and their costs are highly underestimated, as Gundermann (1970) already pointed out. The one who

suffers from this fact is the professional voice user.

Table 2: The sick periods, sick days and daily allowances paid by the Finnish National Pensions Office

(Kansaneläkelaitos) due to acute laryngitis and functional voice disorders in 1999; only sick leaves of nine days or more

are included (Pentti Laine, personal communication). The numbers are based on a sample of the total population. The

total number of employees in Finland in 1999 was 2 557 000 (Suomen tilastollinen vuosikirja 1999).

________________________________________________________________________________

Sick Sick Daily allowances, total

periods days FIM EUR

________________________________________________________________________________

Acute laryngitis (J04)    365 3 000 750 000 125 000

Functional voice disorders (R49)      76 3 200 690 000 115 000

________________________________________________________________________________
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1.2. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH VOCAL STRAIN

1.2.1. General

Although individual variation in voice production is large, some general trends and common voice-

straining factors exist. Two such factors (high loudness and pitch) were already pointed out in an

early book by Gutzmann (1924), the father of European phoniatrics:

“In der Stimme der gewöhnlichen Unterhaltung werden funktionelle Störungen nur selten beobachtet, wenigstens ist

ihre Entstehung auf die gewöhnliche Unterhaltungs-Stimmlage nicht zurückzuführen. Im Anschluß dagegen an die

Besondere Stimmanwendung von Lehrern, Predigern, Dozenten usw., bei der dann Fehler entstehen, leidet auch die

Sprachstimme manchmal… Daß bei dieser Berufsstimmanwendung eine besondere art des Stimmgebrauches vorliegt,

kann man ohne weiteres erkennen, wenn man den Stimmgebrauch in bezug auf Tonhöhe, Tonstärke und

Tonschwankungen während des Berufs und außerhalb desselben bei der gewöhnlichen Unterhaltungssprache

vergleicht.“

Table 3: Some work-related and individual factors associated with vocal strain in voice professions (modified from

Vilkman 1996, 2000 and Buekers 1998b). The factors included in this study are indicated in bold.

________________________________________________________________________________

WORK-RELATED Prolonged vocal loading

Low air humidity

Use of loud voice

- background noise

- long speaking distance

- poor acoustics

- inadequate equipment

Working posture

Dusts, gases, vapors

________________________________________________________________________________

INDIVIDUAL Gender

Inadequate treatment of early signs

Stress

Smoking

Personality

________________________________________________________________________________
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The later literature has proposed several classifications of voice-straining factors (e.g., Vilkman

1996, 2000 and Buekers 1998b). One possible classification is shown in Table 3.

1.2.2. Studies I and II

Of the factors shown in Table 3, the effects of prolonged vocal loading have been studied most.

However, two unexpected findings emerged during a day-long vocal loading test: there were two

periods of rapid change in the voice parameter values, namely, the first 45 min loading session and

the lunch break (Vilkman et al. 1997, 1998a and b; Lauri et al. 1997). On the basis of these findings,

it seemed necessary to study the early stage of vocal loading (including vocal warm-up) and the

post-loading short vocal rest in more detail (Studies I and II).

Vocal warm-up and vocal rest are considered favorable for voice production.

Although the phenomena are empirically well-known, knowledge of their physiological

mechanisms is anecdotal. In Section 2.2., the previous literature on these issues will be reviewed

and the more general aspects on vocal loading discussed. Because the terminology used in vocal

loading studies varies considerably, an attempt has been made to define some of the terms for the

purposes of this study as well. The previous literature on the effects of gender, air humidity,

loudness level of speech, and posture for voice production will be discussed in Section 2.3, because

these background factors will be taken into account in the analyses. To enable the reader to

understand the results of the quoted voice studies, a brief description of some parameters and

methods will be given in Section 2.1.

1.2.3. Study III

Different symptoms (such as discomfort in the throat and deterioration of voice) are empirically

closely associated with vocal loading, especially in contexts involving voice-straining factors, such

as dry air or loud voice (Table 3). Studies on this issue have applied different methods, and any

comparisons between them are hence difficult. Therefore, it seemed important to analyze the

subjective effects of a day-long vocal loading using the same material as above (Study III). The

ultimate aim was to find out whether some suggestions concerning an ideal working environment

for voice production (in terms of vocal loading-related symptoms) could be given.
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1.2.4. Studies IV and V

An important voice-straining factor is the use of loud voice (Table 3). The mechanisms involved in

raising the intensity level of speech have been studied extensively; Section 2.4. focuses on this

issue. In several studies, the relationship between the sound pressure level (SPL) of speech and the

negative peak amplitude of the differentiated glottal flow (dpeak, in dB units) has been found to be

linear (e.g., Gauffin and Sundberg 1989). Nevertheless, in our material with a wide intensity range

(60 dB), the relationship was not quite linear, but rather a combination of two linear functions, the

point of change being between soft and normal voices. Hence, this concept of linear relationship

between SPL and dpeak seemed worth revisiting (Study IV).

As the loudness of voice increases, the dpeak values have been found to saturate, i.e.,

the values cease to increase even though SPL continues to rise (Alku et al. 1998). Because dpeak

indicates the sharpness of glottal closure only, the extra energy needed for the rise of SPL above the

level of saturation of dpeak has to be generated by using other methods, such as an increase in

fundamental frequency. Our aim was to find out if secondary excitations (occurring elsewhere

during the glottal cycle compared to glottal closure) can raise the intensity level as well (Study V).
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2. REVIEW OF THE LITTERATURE

2.1. OVERVIEW OF VOICE PARAMETERS

To explore voice and its production objectively, voice studies have applied several approaches. One

possibility is to study the pulsating glottal airflow (which is estimated by means of inverse filtering,

a method explained in Section 2.1.1.). Glottal flow can then be characterized in terms of (1) time-

domain and (2) amplitude-domain parameters, depending on whether the parameters represent

either the time or the amplitude features of glottal flow. The driving force of glottal flow is (3)

subglottal pressure, which is closely related to (4) sound pressure level as well. Sound pressure

level is used either alone or incorporated in other parameters, such as the (5) voice range profile. On

the other hand, it is possible to study the spectrum of voice (or glottal flow) by analyzing, for

example, its harmonic structure, i.e. (6) the frequency-domain parameters. Finally, some voice

parameters measure the (7) disturbances of voice, such as hoarseness, or irregularities in vocal fold

vibrations. The methods and parameters used in this study or referred to in the literature section will

be introduced briefly in what follows.

2.1.1. Inverse filtering

Inverse filtering is a method to estimate the original glottal flow waveform from (1) the oral airflow

(using a mask) or (2) the acoustic pressure signal (picked up by a microphone); glottal flow can

then be characterized in terms of various time and amplitude domain parameters. The method is

based on the separated speech production model (Fant 1960), which makes it possible to distinguish

the filtering effects of the vocal tract from the voice source (i.e., the pulsating glottal flow).

To measure the oral airflow, Rothenberg (1973) invented a special mask, which is

relatively insensitive to low-frequency noise and permits amplitude calibration of airflow

recordings. The drawbacks are the limited frequency response and the slight lowering of formant

frequencies because the mask lengthens the vocal tract (Titze 1994, p. 165) (Formant is defined as

the resonance of the vocal tract (Titze 1994, p. 143); formant frequency depends on the

configuration of the vocal tract.). It may also be difficult to perform detailed perceptual voice

analyses because of the mask. Moreover, the mask may alter the natural voice production, which is

crucial when studying, for example, the emotional content of speech (Alku et al. 1998).
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The method used in this study is the Iterative Adaptive Inverse Filtering method

(IAIF), which estimates the glottal flow waveform from the acoustic pressure signal recorded in a

free field (i.e., no flow mask is required) (Alku 1992). The benefits of not using a mask are obvious:

the method is truly non-invasive; no special equipment is needed; loud voices and higher

frequencies can be studied more accurately than with a mask (the mask distorts loud voices and

frequencies above 1.7 kHz). The single drawback of the acoustic inverse filtering methods is that no

DC flow can be measured. However, a scaling procedure implemented in the IAIF method (Alku et

al. 1998) enables one to extract the amplitude features from the glottal flow and its derivative in

arbitrary units. This, in turn, makes it possible to compare different samples of the same session.

It has been found that a wide signal bandwidth is necessary to obtain reliable results

with the IAIF method. Throughout the experiments of this study, the signal bandwidth was at least

4 kHz, which has been found to be wide enough to allow accurate analysis (Alku et al. 1995).

The estimation of the vocal tract transfer function was based on conventional Linear

Predictive Coding (LPC) in Studies I-III. In Studies IV and V, on the other hand, the estimation was

based on a sophisticated all-pole modeling technique called Discrete All-Pole Modeling (DAP) (El-

Jaroudi and Makhoul 1991). The difference between LPC and DAP is that the former uses the least

squares error criterion, whereas the latter is based on the Itakura-Saito distortion criterion for

determining an optimal all-pole filter. Consequently, the formants of the vocal tract, particularly the

first (i.e., lowest) formant, can be more accurately estimated by DAP than by LPC (El-Jaroudi and

Makhoul 1991). The application of DAP instead of LPC also decreases the amount of formant

ripple in the estimated glottal flow (Alku and Vilkman 1994).

2.1.2. Time-domain parameters of glottal flow

Time-domain quantification of the glottal flow waveform may include the following parameters: the

duration of the fundamental period (T); fundamental frequency (F0), which is the inverse of T;

closing quotient (CQ), which is the ratio between the duration of the glottal closing phase and the

fundamental period; open quotient (OQ), which is the ratio between the duration of the open phase

of the glottal cycle and the fundamental period; speed quotient (SQ), which is the ratio between the

duration of the glottal opening and the closing phase (Fig. 1). CQ shows how fast the flow declines

during a glottal cycle, and small values are associated with hyperfunctional, pressed voice and large

values with hypofunctional, soft voice. SQ increases when the pulse form is skewed to the right,

generally indicating a more pressed voice. Large OQ values are associated with breathy voice,
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because the glottis remains open for a longer time during the glottal cycle (Alku and Vilkman

1996). The values of OQ have been found to decrease and the values of SQ to increase along with

increasing lung pressure (Titze 1992) or voice intensity (Holmberg et al. 1988, Sapienza et al.

1998); moreover, SQ has been found to decrease (Sundberg et al. 1993) and OQ to increase

(Hanson et al. 1990) when F0 increases. In some studies, a parameter called closed quotient has

been studied: it is defined as the ratio between the duration of the glottal closed phase (t3 in Fig. 1)

and the fundamental period. Closed quotient has been found to be a sensitive tool for distinguishing

between the different voice types (breathy, normal, pressed) (Peterson et al. 1994).

An interesting loading-related measure is F0 time, which is the active vibration time

of the vocal folds during a given period, for example, a working day. By definition, the time

segments with no vocal fold vibrations (pauses and voiceless segments of speech) are excluded. If

F0 is known as well, it is possible to estimate the total number of vocal fold vibrations (called

“index of voice loading“ by Rantala and Vilkman 1999).

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of glottal flow (graph a) and its first derivative (graph b). Time-based parameters for the

characterization of flow: open quotient (OQ = (t1 + t2) / T), speed quotient (SQ = t1 / t2), and closing quotient (CQ = t2 /

T), where T denotes the length of the fundamental period (T = t1 + t2 + t3). Amplitude-domain parameters for the

characterization of glottal flow and its derivative: AC amplitude of flow (fAC), negative peak amplitude of differentiated

glottal flow (dpeak). The amplitude quotient AQ = fAC / dpeak.

t1 t2 t3

dpeak

(a)

(b)

fAC
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2.1.3. Amplitude-domain parameters of glottal flow and its derivative

The amplitude characteristics of glottal flow can be determined by the following parameters: AC

amplitude of glottal flow (fAC), negative peak amplitude of differential glottal flow (dpeak) (also

called "maximum flow declination rate" by Holmberg et al. 1988), and amplitude quotient (AQ),

which is determined as the ratio between fAC and dpeak (Alku and Vilkman 1996) (Fig. 1). fAC is

dependent on the subglottal pressure and glottal adduction (Isshiki 1964). An increase in fAC results

in an increase of voice intensity (except in soft phonation); moreover, high fAC values are typical of

breathy compared to pressed phonation (Sundberg et al. 1993). An increase in dpeak values is

associated with increased energy of the harmonics and intensity of voice (Gauffin and Sundberg

1989). According to a simplified scheme proposed by Sundberg et al. (1993), an increase in dpeak

values can be achieved by increasing fAC, by an earlier onset of vocal fold contact (decreased CQ)

or by increased skewing of the flow waveform (increased SQ). Phonation types can be quantified

effectively by AQ: breathy phonation gives large AQ values, because the fAC values are high and

the dpeak values are simultaneously low. Similarly, pressed phonation is associated with small AQ

values, because the fAC values are low and the dpeak values are high (Alku and Vilkman 1996). The

value of AQ decreases along with increasing intensity; the decrease is steepest in soft

(approximately 55-75 dB) voices (Vilkman et al. in press).

2.1.4. Subglottal pressure

According to Isshiki (1964), “the glottal closure [a result of the medial compression in the glottal

tissue] controls the resistance, and the expiratory efforts [subglottal pressure] determine the flow

rate [fAC] if the resistance is constant“. The relationship between subglottal pressure (P), glottal

resistance (R) and fAC is shown in the following equation (Isshiki 1964):

      fAC = P/R (1)

Subglottal pressure is a fundamental factor in voice science: fAC and, thus, voice exist

only if there is a pressure gradient above the glottis. As demonstrated in several studies, subglottal

pressure is the main factor that regulates the sound pressure level (Rubin et al. 1967, Bouhuys et al.
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1968, Sundberg et al. 1993). For practical reasons, intraoral pressure (p) is normally used to obtain

an estimate of subglottal pressure (Rothenberg 1973, Löfqvist et al. 1982, Hertegård 1995).

A special case of subglottal pressure is the phonation threshold pressure (PTP): PTP is

the lowest subglottal pressure required to make the vocal folds vibrate. Low tissue viscosity in vocal

fold mucosa due to, for example, adequate hydration has been found to be associated with low PTP

values (cf. Finkelhor et al. 1988, Verdolini-Marston et al. 1990) and, thus, easier voice production.

2.1.5. Sound pressure level

Intensity is a measure of power per unit area, measured in watts per square meter. The intensity of

voice is commonly expressed in terms of sound pressure level (SPL). By definition, SPL in decibels

(dB) is

               SPL = 20 log10 (P/P0) dB (2),

where P is the sound pressure of voice (in Pascals, Pa) at a certain distance and P0 is the standard

reference pressure 20 µPa (the lowest sound pressure detectable by the human). SPL is usually

estimated to be proportional to the inverse of the square of the distance, which has to be taken into

account when making comparisons between voice studies (Titze 1994, pp. 220-222).

In measuring SPL, the most widely used frequency-weighting method is A-weighting.

In A-weighting, the frequency characteristics of sound are processed so that the frequencies below

1000 Hz are attenuated with respect to the mid- (between 1 and 5 kHz) and high frequencies (over 5

kHz). The A-weighting characteristics are consistent with the reduced sensitivity of human hearing

at low compared to mid- and high frequencies. Moreover, by using A-weighting, it is possible to

reduce the disturbing effects of low-frequency noise present in many circumstances. The use of A-

weighting in measurements is indicated by the unit dB(A) (Kroemer and Grandjean 1997 pp. 321-

322, Harris 1998). Sometimes the term “sound level“ (SL) is used instead of “sound pressure level“

to denote the use of weighted methods. To avoid confusion, however, only the latter term will be

used throughout this study.
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2.1.6. Voice range profile

One useful method for assessing a subject’s vocal capabilities is the voice range profile (VRP), also

called the phonetogram (Schutte and Seidner 1983, Seidner 1985, Gramming 1988a and b, Sihvo

1997). VRP displays the SPL values of the softest (lower limit) and loudest (upper limit) possible

phonations at different F0 values. Normally, the results are registered on a form with the F0 span on

the horizontal axis and the SPL values on the vertical axis. The difference between the softest and

loudest phonations is called dynamic range (Gramming 1988c).

2.1.7. Frequency domain parameters

Voiced sounds consist of a set of harmonic components - F0 and its overtones - which can be

observed through spectrum analysis. For a review of the different methods of spectrum analysis, see

Rantala (2000).

One way of studying the frequency distribution of sound is to measure its acoustic

energy in a selected frequency range. As an example of this, we calculated the SPL of the 2 – 4 kHz

range, which includes the acoustic energy of the singer’s formant region (Sundberg 1972, Sundberg

1990); the resulting parameter was called SPL of the singer’s formant region (SPLSF) in Studies I-

III.

It is also possible to measure the spectral slope, which shows how fast the amplitudes

of successive harmonic components decline with an increasing harmonic number. Thus, a steep

spectral slope is a sign of a fast decline, typical of a hoarse or breathy voice. In such voices, the

ratio between the SPL of the harmonic overtones and the SPL of F0 is also low. A slow decline, on

the other hand, is recorded for modal and – especially – pressed voice (Childers and Lee 1991, Alku

et al. 1997) or high intensity (Gauffin and Sundberg 1989).

2.1.8. Disturbances of voice

2.1.8.1. Irregularities in vocal fold vibrations

Rapid changes in the glottal flow waveform may give rise to a listener perception of roughness

(Coleman 1971). Jitter and shimmer denote the short-time (cycle-to-cycle) variability in
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fundamental frequency and amplitude, respectively (Titze 1994, p. 281). Originally, Liebermann

(1961) calculated jitter as the percentage of pitch period perturbations larger than 0.5 ms in a

vocalic segment of connected speech. Later, several different methods have been elaborated to

estimate the number of the irregularities; for a review, see the paper by Davis (1981) or Askenfelt

and Hammarberg (1986).

2.1.8.2. Factors related to hoarseness

According to Yanagihara (1967), the major acoustic factors relating to hoarseness consist of (1)

noise components in the main formant of a vowel (i.e., the most important resonance frequency of

the vocal tract for that particular vowel); (2) high-frequency noise components above 3000 Hz; and

(3) a loss of high-frequency harmonic components. One method to estimate these components is the

harmonics-to-noise ratio (H/N ratio): Yumoto et al. (1982) first averaged 50 consecutive pitch

periods of a sustained vowel /a/ and calculated the energy of the averaged waveform (H); second,

the mean energy of the differences between the individual periods and the averaged waveform (N)

was calculated; thus, the H/N ratio decreases if the relative energy of the noise components

increases. Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N ratio) is defined as the ratio of the sound power of the

harmonics to the sound power of the inharmonic component (Laukkanen 1995).

Nevertheless, the analysis of noise components on the basis of the harmonic structure

of voice is problematic. According to Scherer et al. (1985), the H/N ratio is “a conglomerate

measure“ affected by several factors (amplitude, period and wave-shape differences between

cycles). Similarly, de Krom (1994) pointed out: “All kinds of signal properties may result in a

noise-like appearance of the spectrum, such as perturbation of the excitation signal (jitter and

shimmer), rapid directional changes in fundamental frequency, formant transitions, and so forth.“

Therefore, one cannot get a reliable picture of the noise components of voice only by studying its

harmonic structure.

2.1.9. New parameters

To be able to estimate the effects of secondary excitations (see Section 2.4.2.3.) and the F0 rise on

intensity regulation, two new parameters were developed in Studies IV and V.
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2.1.9.1. Energy of the Synthesized Period (ESP)

The F0 rise has been found to contribute to the increase in vocal intensity; this issue will be

reviewed in Section 2.4. To quantitatively analyze the role of F0 in the intensity regulation of

speech, we developed a new parameter, Energy of the Synthesized Period (ESP), in Study IV (see

also Alku et al. in press). The value of ESP was to depend on (1) the features of the glottal pulse

that are involved in intensity regulation (e.g., fAC, dpeak) and (2) the characteristics of the vocal tract,

but (3) not F0. By such a parameter, it would be possible to evaluate the role of F0 at different

intensity levels.

Computation of ESP was based on the source-filter theory of speech production (Fant

1960). The value of ESP was determined by first estimating the glottal flow waveform and the all-

pole model of the vocal tract with inverse filtering. Second, one glottal cycle was cut from the

obtained glottal flow waveform. Third, this single glottal pulse was used as an excitation to the all-

pole vocal tract model, resulting into a one-cycle-long hypothetical voice signal. The signal was

differentiated to model the lip radiation effect (Flanagan 1972). Finally, the value of ESP was

obtained by computing the energy of the hypothetical voice signal. It is worth noticing that ESP is

not the same as the energy computed over one cycle of the original speech pressure waveform: the

latter can be affected by F0 due to fluctuations from previous fundamental periods, whereas the

former involves no such effects. Therefore, if the value of SPL rises along with the value of ESP,

this shows that F0 has not affected SPL. On the other hand, if the value of SPL rises even though

ESP remains unchanged (or rises less than SPL), the only possible source of additional energy is the

increase in F0.

2.1.9.2. Energy Ratio by Modified Excitation (ERME)

In voice production, the main excitation of the vocal tract corresponds to the dominating negative

peak of the differentiated glottal flow (dpeak) during the glottal closing phase; this issue will be

reviewed in more detail in Section 2.4. In Study V, the effect of the main excitation was compared

to the effect of secondary excitations with a new parameter, Energy Ratio by Modified Excitation

(ERME), which takes advantage of the glottal flow and the all-pole model of the vocal tract transfer

function yielded by inverse filtering: Based on the linear source-filter theory (Fant 1960), two voice

signals were synthesized. The first synthesized signal was produced using the glottal flow

waveform and the all-pole filter: the signal was naturally exactly the same as the original speech
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signal that served as a basis of the inverse filtering analysis. The second signal was synthesized

using the same filter, but the main excitations were removed from the glottal flow by assigning zero

values to all the negative data samples of dpeak. The resulting hypothetical speech signal contained

secondary excitations, but not the main excitations of the original speech signal.

The value of ERME was defined as the ratio between the energy of the first

synthesized signal (containing the main excitations) and the energy of the second signal (without

the main excitations). If the energy of a speech sound is primarily due to the main excitations, it is

expected that their removal greatly decreases the energy of the second signal. In other words, the

more important the role of the main excitations is for vocal intensity, the higher the value of ERME

is expected to be. On the other hand, a low value of ERME should indicate that the energy of the

second signal has not decreased much despite the removal of the main excitation; hence, in this

case, there must have been important secondary excitations outside the glottal closing phase.

One mechanism of loud voice production is an increase in F0 (Section 2.4.). Should

this take place, it has no effect on ERME values, because the increase in F0 values affects similarly

both the observed and the hypothetical signal in ERME.

2.2. VOCAL LOADING

Prolonged use of voice is called vocal loading (Section 2.2.1). At the beginning of vocal loading,

there is a period called vocal warm-up (WU) (Section 2.2.2.). If vocal loading is continued long

enough, it leads to vocal fatigue (Section 2.2.3.). A break in vocal loading is called a post-loading

short vocal rest (SVR) (Section 2.2.4). It is suggested here that the relationships between WU, vocal

fatigue and vocal rest should be regarded as different phases on a continuum of vocal loading rather

than as discrete, well-defined events (Fig. 2).

2.2.1. Vocal loading

Vocal loading affects several voice parameters. Probably the most commonly seen effect is the rise

of the average F0 in speech (Kitzing 1979, Gelfer et al. 1991, Stemple et al. 1995, Rantala and

Vilkman submitted), but partly contradictory results have been reported as well (Burzynski and

Titze 1985, Ohlsson 1988, Novak et al. 1991). The energy of the harmonics of voice increases

during vocal loading (Löfqvist and Manderson 1987, Ohlsson 1988, Rantala et al. 1998), but has
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not done so systematically in all studies (Novak et al. 1991). SPL values increase during vocal

loading (Gelfer et al. 1991, Buekers et al. 1998a, Södersten and Hammarberg 1999, Vilkman et al.

1998a). Jitter and shimmer values have been found to react differently to vocal loading in different

studies (Burzynski and Titze 1985, Scherer et al. 1987, Stemple et al. 1995, Rantala and Vilkman

1999, Mann et al. 1999). Vilkman et al. (1997, 1998 a and b) and Lauri et al. (1997) found loading-

related changes in several parameters: the general trend was a shift toward hyperfunctional or more

pressed type of phonation. Some studies have failed to show any loading-related changes (Neils and

Yairi 1988, Verstraete et al. 1993, Kötter and Klingholz 1996).

   THE DIFFERENT STAGES OF VOCAL LOADING

   ESVL
   0 min        45 min

m

ex

su

pr
WU PERIOD                  VOCAL RESTFATIGUE
Correlates of WU        Correlates of vocal fatigue                 Correlates of vocal rest
- Subjectively positive        - Subjectively negative  - Subjectively positive
- Perceptually positive        - Perceptually negative  - Perceptually positive or
- Physiologically positive        - Physiologically negative       negative
  or negative               or positive  - Physiologically positive
It is possible that the large inter-individual variation (in terms of the adaptational

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of the different stages of vocal loading in different individuals; the time needed for the

vocal warm-up phenomenon to occur and prevail (WU period; white), early stage of vocal loading (ESVL), vocal

fatigue (black) and vocal rest (white). The effects of the factors associated with vocal strain (white arrows; Table 3)

may modify the shift from the WU period to vocal fatigue and from vocal fatigue to the effects of vocal rest. The

horizontal lines stand for individuals with different reaction patterns to vocal loading.
echanisms and sensitivity to vocal loading) 

plain the inconsistent results. In some stu

fficiently strenuous to result in any load

oduction of voice samples has not been c
and the relatively small number of subjects may partly

dies, the vocal loading task has probably not been

ing changes of voice. It is also possible that the

ontrolled properly (e.g., F0 and SPL have not been
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standardized between pre- and post-loading samples). Vilkman et al. (1998a) suggest that a failure

to control the subjects’ vocal behavior prior to the test may lead to different baseline levels between

the subjects and, thus, result in a misinterpretation of the results. At a more general level, it is also

possible that the criteria used to select subjects affect the results: the majority of subjects in voice

studies have been female. Further, if the subjects are vocally highly trained, such as singers or

speech therapists, some loading effects may be more difficult to observe than in vocally untrained

subjects.

The physiological background of the observed vocal loading changes is not well

known. The possible mechanisms behind the F0 rise or decline in speech will be discussed in

Sections 2.2.2. and 2.2.3. The increase in the energy of the harmonics of voice might be due to

either a more pressed voice quality or an increased voice intensity (see Section 2.1.7). The increased

SPL might be due to more hyperfunctional voice production (Vilkman et al. 1997, 1998 a and b;

Lauri et al. 1997).

If the relationship between vocal loading, WU and vocal fatigue is understood as

shown in Fig. 2, it is obvious that the physiological mechanisms associated with vocal loading are a

combination of those associated with WU and vocal fatigue; these will be discussed in the

following Sections.

2.2.2. Vocal warm-up and the Early Stage of Vocal Loading

Vocal warm-up (WU) is an empirically well-known phenomenon, which occurs at the beginning of

vocal loading: Stone and Sharf (1973) described WU as “an initial period of rapid vocal change“.

After WU, the voice is apparently adapted to the loading task (Sherman and Jensen 1962, Stone and

Sharf 1973) and therefore less affected by the task (Stone and Sharf 1973). WU can be seen during

vocal loading in both speech (Scherer et al. 1987, Stone and Sharf 1973, Sherman and Jensen 1962)

and singing (Konzelmann et al. 1989). Empirically, WU can also be achieved by specific vocal

exercises, which are considered to be an important part of preparation not only for singing but also

for public speaking (Sherman and Jensen 1962, Elliot et al. 1995, Raphael and Sataloff 1997).

Even though the above definition is neutral, the effects of WU have been considered

beneficial for voice production in all studies I have reviewed thus far (e.g., the voice sounds

subjectively better and stronger; the subjects feel more alert and energized). The subjective, positive

changes have been generally used to show that the WU phenomenon has occurred (Sherman and

Jensen 1962, Stone and Sharf 1973, Scherer et al. 1987). Nevertheless, the notion of the effects of
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WU being positive or negative depends on the point of view: if, for example, the person’s voice

sounds stronger after WU, that is undoubtedly beneficial from the viewpoint of communication; on

the other hand, the stronger voice may be due to greater collision forces in the vocal folds, which

may be harmful for the vocal fold mucosa (cf. Titze 1989). In this study, I assume the short-term

effects of WU to be beneficial for voice production in a perceptual and subjective sense; the former

implies better adaptation to the communicational tasks, while the latter pertains to the subject’s

mental and emotional aspects and his/her own view of voice production. The effects of WU at the

level of objective physiological changes (Elliot et al. 1995, Scherer et al. 1987) have not been

studied enough to enable more profound judgements. Moreover, it is difficult to distinguish

between WU and more general loading effects (Lauri 1997; Vilkman 1997, 1998 a and b).

In previous studies, the vocal loading time needed for the subjective, positive WU

effects to occur has varied between 5 and 45 minutes (Sherman and Jensen 1962, Stone and Sharf

1973, Scherer et al. 1987). In the studies by Laukkanen and co-workers, subjective and objective

initial voice changes occurred after an even shorter vocal loading than above. In vowels produced

after several voiced bilabial fricative (/ß:/) phonations with firm constriction of the lips, the spectral

slope tended to be less steep, the signal-to-noise ratio larger, and the perceived quality of voice

firmer than in the preceding vowels in the three female subjects studied. (Interestingly, when using

/ß:/ phonations with loose constriction at the lips, no such changes could be seen.) The author points

out that the effects might be caused by increased glottal activity due to adaptation to the task

(Laukkanen 1992). Similarly, after 20 phonations with a short voiced bilabial fricative (/ß:/),

laryngeal muscle activity was lower in terms of the EMG signal, and the subjects (three females,

three males) found it easy to produce much louder phonation than before (Laukkanen et al. 1996).

Glottal resistance decreased for most subjects (nine females, three males with normal voices) after

one minute of vocal exercise (/ß:/, /m:/ or phonation of a vowel-like sound into a glass tube)

resulting in increased glottal flow; in most cases, an increase in intraoral pressure was seen as well

(Laukkanen et al. 1995a) (For the relationships between glottal resistance, flow, and intraoral

pressure, see Eq. 1 in Section 2.1.4.). In three male subjects, the spectral slope was less steep and

the S/N ratio was larger after phonation into a tube (three vowel-like sounds; length of the tube 60

cm, diameter 2.5 cm) than before, although F0 and SPL were kept constant (Laukkanen et al. 1994).

An overview of the earlier results on WU is presented in Table 4. Neils and Yairi

(1987) found no WU changes in F0 or flow values or perceptual analyses after 45 min of oral

reading with 50/70/90 dB(A) background noise in six young females. Similarly, Rantala (2000)

found no WU changes in the F0 or SPL values in teachers’ classroom speech. She concluded that
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Table 4: Studies on vocal loading with comments on warm-up changes.

________________________________________________________________________________

Authors        Subjects Loading task   Warm-up changes

________________________________________________________________________________

Sherman        30 male students 90 min oral   Perceived harshness

and Jensen        (15 harsh, 15 reading   decreased in normal

1962        normal voices)              voices

Scherer        An untrained and 75 dB, < 15 min;       Subjectively better voice,

et al. 1987        a trained female 88 dB, ½- 1½ h         increased jitter and shimmer

   subject oral reading   in the other subject

Konzel-        66 lay choir singers 20 min > 80 dB        An increase in the voice

mann et al.      (42 females and 24 level at 1 m   range and voice dynamics

1989        males) and 50 distance           in trained singers

       non-singers

Denk       35 female, 11 male A choir practice       Vocal range increased

et al. 1991       lay choir singers of one hour

Sihvo and       10 young normal 45 min oral reading       A significant rise in the lower

Sala 1996        females at a comfortable level   and upper limit of VRP

Sihvo et al.      40 female and 45 min oral reading   Some significant changes

1997       40 male healthy (< or > 65 dB             and reduced variation in VRP

      young adults (SPL) at 2 m)

Lauri et al.        see Sihvo et al. see Sihvo et al.   The largest loading changes

1997,       1997                  1997              occurred in the first lesson

Vilkman et   (interpreted as  WU)

al. 1998a

________________________________________________________________________________
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the expected physiological change was absent, probably because the classroom situation made it

impossible for the teachers to speak freely; on the other hand, if WU is understood as an adaptation

to vocal loading, a demanding situation should not hide the effects of WU. An attempt to

understand the physiological background of WU was made by Elliot, Sundberg and Gramming

(1995): however, the PTP of the subjects (six female and three male amateur singers) failed to show

any systematic changes after 30 min of singing, and the inter-individual variation was large.

The aim of Study I was to observe the physiological correlates of WU, which was

defined as the initial physiological, perceptual and subjective vocal loading changes that can

appear as adaptation to a vocally loading task. In line with the earlier studies, the perceptual

(communicative) and subjective (mental and emotional; the subject’s own notion of voice

production) short-time effects of WU on voice production were considered positive. The time

needed for the changes to occur and to prevail before vocal fatigue was called the WU period.

As mentioned above, the length of the WU period has varied notably in different

studies (possibly due to similar reasons as discussed above with reference to vocal loading studies).

Therefore, it was impossible to define the precise time limits of the WU period in the first 45 min

vocal loading session (Study I) in the light of earlier studies: obviously, for some individuals, there

was a point after which it would have been be more adequate to speak about general loading effects

or vocal fatigue rather than WU, whereas some subjects possibly needed the full 45 minutes for WU

to occur. It is possible that gender and exposure factors (air humidity, output level of vocal loading,

loading posture) modified these inter-subject differences. To overcome this problem, a new term,

Early Stage of Vocal Loading (ESVL), is introduced here. It denotes the first 45 min period of vocal

loading and the physiological, perceptual and subjective phenomena that occur during that period.

By definition, WU is included in ESVL; moreover, some general vocal loading or fatiguing changes

also take place during ESVL, at least in some subjects (Fig. 2).

As to the interpretation of the physiological background of the WU (and partly also

vocal loading) changes, the following mechanisms can be assumed:

(1) Changes in the visco-elasticity of the vocal folds. It is possible that the mechanical stress in

vocal fold tissue leads to dilatation of the capillary beds and an increased amount of fluid in the

vocal fold mucosa and the vocalis muscle (Sonninen 1974). The increased fluid content leads to

decreased viscosity and, thus, increased mobility and F0 of the vibrating vocal folds (cf. Titze

1989, 1994 p. 35). (Such a change might be responsible for the F0 rise in several vocal loading

studies as well; see above.)
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(2) Changes in the laryngeal blood circulation. According to Saxon and Schneider (1995), the

function of WU is to increase blood flow in the working muscles. The process can be seen as an

adaptation to vocal loading.

(3) Changes in glottal adduction. Decreased glottal resistance due to short-term vocal loading have

been found by Laukkanen et al. (1995); the decrease was based on a simultaneous increase of

subglottal pressure and fAC, the increase in fAC being more pronounced. The phenomenon can be

seen as an adaptation to the demands of the speaking task. (On the other hand, increased glottal

adduction can be assumed to have taken place in females in the loading study by Vilkman et al.

(1998a): even though the subglottal pressure values of the loud phonations increased, the fAC

seemed to decrease between the pre- and post-loading samples.)

(4) Changes in respiratory function, which can also be considered an adaptational process.

The latter two mechanisms are influenced by the speaker’s psycho-physiological state. It is obvious

that all mechanisms have a potential to contribute to the WU phenomenon simultaneously and

interactively.

2.2.3. Vocal fatigue

Continued vocal loading has been found to lead to different signs of vocal fatigue empirically and in

several studies (Scherer et al. 1987, Buekers 1998a). Empirically, voice-straining factors (Table 3)

may modify this process (c.f. Sander and Ripich 1983).

Scherer et al. (1987) found changes in the self-evaluations of two female subjects

during extremely heavy vocal loading by loud reading: One subject complained of a tired and stiff

neck, deep and slightly scratchy voice, a desire to cough and being “down“ emotionally after one

hour of vocal loading. The other subject experienced positive changes at first (such as the voice

sounding stronger, mentally becoming more alert, and emotionally becoming “more energized“;

these were interpreted as signs of WU; see Section 2.2.2.). The fatiguing effects appeared only after

1½ hours of vocal loading: there were a couple of lapses in concentration, her voice began to sound

subjectively worse, her back became tired, and she experienced headache, annoyance, general

fatigue and a greater difficulty maintaining general concentration. Buekers (1998a) asked 20 voice

patients and 12 controls about the symptoms of voice and throat before and after a working day and
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a Voice Interval Test (30 min of various vocally loading tasks): he found a significant increase in

voice fatigue with pain and discomfort in the throat due to the Voice Interval Test in both groups. In

the control group, voice fatigue also increased significantly during the working day. Nevertheless,

there was only one statistically significant difference between the two groups: fatigue after the

Voice Interval Test increased more in the patients than in the controls. Gotaas and Starr (1993)

studied the self-reported vocal symptoms of 22 female or male teachers who often experienced

severe vocal fatigue and 17 controls with no vocal fatigue. The experimental group recorded their

subjective ratings on different vocal symptoms at the beginning and at the end of four working

days, two of which were with and two without vocal fatigue. The control group reported their

symptoms during two non-fatigue days. The experimental group had statistically significantly more

subjective fatigue, harshness, breathiness and strain of voice in the afternoon than in the morning;

they felt that they had to use more effort in voice production in the afternoon. In addition, on the

working days they felt fatigued they had more subjective tenseness of the voice and difficulties in

maintaining the loudness of the voice in afternoon compared to the morning No such differences

were seen in the control group. Holbrook (1977) concluded that a long period of loud talking is

associated with vocal fatigue at least in some individuals. Another interesting finding was that the

extent of subjective voice complaints correlated positively with the total number of vocal fold

vibrations during vocal loading (Rantala and Vilkman 1999); the latter was calculated from the

following equation: F0 x F0-time/1000.

In general physiology, fatigue has been defined as a state induced by heavy work and

associated with a decrease in performance capacity. Fatigue can be further divided into physical

(muscular) and psychological (central); the former results from changes in skeletal muscles (e.g.,

depletion of the energy stores and accumulation of waste products, such as lactic acid), while the

latter is due to disturbed central nervous control (probably in reticular formation). Muscular fatigue

is characterized by reduced power, slower movement, and local pain. Central fatigue (this term will

be used in this study) typically causes, deterioration of thought, impaired sensorimotor function,

diminished performance, and aversion to work. On the other hand, central fatigue is a protective

mechanism that discourages the individual against overstraining him- or herself and allows time for

the recuperative processes to occur (Schmidt and Gerhard 1983, Kroemer and Grandjean 1997).

According to Enoka (1988), muscular fatigue can be seen as a series of adaptational processes

occurring during work rather than a single event.

In voice science, no generally accepted definition of vocal fatigue is available (Brown

and Holbrook 1985); few voice studies have attempted to define exactly what fatigue is (Kitch and

Oates 1994). According to Scherer et al. (1987), vocal fatigue is usually described as a negative
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sensory vocal symptom that corresponds to a change in vocal quality or vocal response. Symptoms

of vocal fatigue include vocal quality changes, vocal limitations, deterioration of vocal control,

discomfort in various parts of the body, and changes in laryngeal tissues. Rantala (2000) applied a

similar division to muscular and central fatigue as discussed above. Before defining vocal fatigue

for the purposes of this study, it is worth reviewing the possible local causative mechanisms of

vocal fatigue:

(1) Tiring of either the laryngeal or the respiratory muscles (Titze 1994, p. 323). According to

Sander and Ripich (1983), heard vocal fatigue is usually assumed to be myogenic; fatigue of the

thyroarytenoid muscle leads to bowing of the vocal folds and hence a breathy voice (Stemple et

al. 1995). Koufman and Blalock (1988) presented a clinical vocal fatigue syndrome with muscle

tension in the neck and poor control of the breath stream, resulting in a typical low-pitched

speaking voice. On the other hand, it has been postulated that tiring of the thyroarytenoid

muscle (TA) may lead to increased F0 in connected speech (see above): as the TA becomes

strained, it no longer contracts normally, which may lead to difficulties in maintaining the lower

pitch (Stemple et al. 1995).

(2) Loss of blood circulation due to constricted blood vessels (Titze 1994, p. 323). This

phenomenon has been found to occur in muscles in static contraction: the blood vessels are

compressed by the internal pressure of the muscle tissue, so that blood no longer flows through

the tissue. Consequently, the muscle receives less sugar and oxygen and accumulates waste

products (Kroemer and Grandjean 1997).

(3) Straining of laryngeal ligaments, joints, and membranes (Titze 1994, p. 323).

(4) Changes in tissue viscosity of the vocal folds (Titze 1994, p. 323). Abusive voice production

has been thought to lead to vocal fold edema (Hillman et al. 1989); if the voice is fatigued due

to such vocal loading, it is possible that an increase of fluid in the vocal fold mucosa might be

responsible for some of the observed voice changes. Such a phenomenon might lead to

increased F0 due to decreased viscosity of the vocal fold mucosa (cf. Titze 1989), or decreased

F0 due to the increased mass of the vibrating vocal fold (Sonninen et al. 1972).

(5) Lesions in the vocal fold mucosa. Abuse or misuse of voice has been said to be a causative

factor of some pathologic alterations of vocal fold mucosa, such as edema, thickening and
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nodules (Hillman et al. 1989). According to Brown and Holbrook (1985), abuse of voice is

closely associated with vocal fatigue. Thus, it is possible that some features typical of vocal

fatigue are actually caused by slight alterations of vocal fold mucosa.

(6) Idiopathic pareses of the laryngeal muscles (Haglund et al. 1974).

Although vocal fatigue is closely related to overuse or misuse of voice epidemiologically

(Pekkarinen et al. 1992, Smith et al. 1997) and in laboratory studies (Scherer et al. 1987, Stemple et

al. 1995), the precise relationship is not well understood (Sander and Ripich 1983, Kitch and Oates

1993).

As is evident from the reasons for vocal fatigue postulated above, some of them fit

neither the muscular nor the central category (straining of laryngeal ligaments, joints, and

membranes; changes in tissue viscosity of the vocal folds; alterations in vocal fold mucosa). For the

purposes of this study, vocal fatigue was defined as a combination of the definitions by Scherer et

al. (1987) and Schmidt and Gerhard (1983): Vocal fatigue is a vocal loading-borne change

manifested as physiological, perceptual, or subjective changes; the perceptual (communicative) and

subjective (mental and emotional changes; different symptoms) short-term effects of vocal fatigue

are usually considered negative. Some of the fatiguing changes are necessary to avoiding

physiological over-straining.

2.2.4. Post-loading Short Vocal Rest

In general physiology, recovery is a process initiated when performance is interrupted, reduced, or

changed in nature; it correlates with a reduction of fatigue and an increase of performance capacity

(Schmidt and Gerhard 1983). Empirically, the definition seems consistent with the resting effects of

voice as well.

It is a common experience that vocal quality changes during a break in vocal loading,

i.e., a post-loading Short Vocal Rest (SVR). Sherman and Jensen (1962) demonstrated that the

perceptual harshness of voice (as evaluated by four trained listeners) increased to the pre-test level

after SVR of 30 min in male subjects (n = 15), whereas the pre-resting oral reading had caused a

decrease in harshness. Scherer et al. (1987) reported on differences between a trained and an

untrained voice user: after SVR of 30 min, the trained subject felt that her voice had become worse

during the vocal rest, while the untrained subject felt the opposite. The jitter and shimmer values
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showed a statistically significant difference between the post-loading and post-resting conditions for

the trained subject. Rantala and Vilkman (1999) divided 11 female teachers into two groups on the

basis of their vocal complaints (few or many complaints). They compared in field conditions

morning post-teaching samples to samples recorded after the lunch break in terms of F0, jitter, and

shimmer. They found changes in all the three parameters, and the changes were often mutually

opposite in the two groups. In loading studies by Vilkman et al. (1997, 1998 a and b) and Lauri et

al. (1997), the second period of rapid change in voice parameter values was the lunch break. On the

other hand, Neils and Yairi (1987) found no SVR changes in six young females during a 45 min

post-loading resting. An overview of the results on SVR can be seen in Table 5.

On the basis of Fig. 2, it would be tempting to think that the SVR effects would be

partly caused by the same mechanisms as WU and vocal fatigue, though in a reverse manner. Of the

postulated physiological mechanisms of WU (Section 2.2.2), at least changes in the speaker’s

psycho-physiological state (relaxation; the term is used here on a general level), glottal adduction

(decreased adduction due to relaxation), respiratory function (less powerful breathing due to

relaxation), and laryngeal blood circulation (decreased blood flow due to resting; cf. Saxon and

Schneider 1995) might be involved. It is also possible that, due to the ceased mechanical loading,

the increased fluid content in the vocal fold mucosa returns to the baseline level (cf. Sonninen et al.

1974).

2.2.5. Relationship between voice parameters and symptoms

Scherer et al. (1987) correlated voice self-evaluation ratings with H/N ratio, shimmer, and jitter: the

voice ratings appeared to be consistently and positively related to the shimmer values at correlations

ranging from 0.560 to 0.821. Rantala and Vilkman (submitted) found that the voice parameters (F0,

standard deviation of F0, SPL, standard deviation of SPL and F0 time) correlated with the degree of

voice complaints (fatigue after loading; non-infectious hoarseness; feeling of a lump or mucus; pain

in the throat after loading; lack of endurance; lack of vocal penetrance in noise; voice breaks;

aphonia due to loading; sick leaves due to voice problems) in 33 female primary and secondary

school teachers. The grade of the subject’s proneness to these vocal problems was evaluated using

four categories: (1) less than once a year; (2) a few times per year or relatively seldom; (3) once a

month or relatively often; (4) almost weekly or very often. The acoustic material comprised

recordings of the first and the last lessons of a working day. The correlation coefficient between the

symptom grades and the voice parameters varied between 0.14 and 0.32. In another study, the same
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Table 5: Studies on vocal loading with comments on effects of a short post-loading vocal rest.

________________________________________________________________________________

Authors        Subjects Loading task        Recovery  Effects of vocal rest
before rest            time

________________________________________________________________________________

Brewer and      12 voice patients 15 s oral              5 s – Disappearance of
Briess 1960      or controls reading with           1 h symptoms

70/80/90/100 dB
background noise

Sherman and    30 male students 90 min oral 30 min Increase in perceived harshness
Jensen 1962    (15 harsh, 15 reading to the pre-test levels in normal

       normal voices) voices

Scherer et al.   An untrained and 1 or 2½ hours       30 min Subjective aggravation or
1987       a trained female oral reading at improvement of different

      subject 75 or 88 dB level, symptoms
respectively

Sihvo and       10 young normal 3 x 45 min           45 min     No effect on mean sound level;
Sala 1996        females oral reading at     (lunch) significant rise in the lower and

a comfortable  upper limits of VRP
level; 2 pauses

Lauri et al.        40 female and 3 x 45 min        45 min F0 rose; waveform more
1997        40 male healthy oral reading (lunch) symmetrical; closing phase

       young adults     (<  or > 65 dB less steep; open phase in
(SPL) at 2 m) males longer than before

 
Vilkman et al.   see Lauri et see Lauri et 45 min F0 rose; SPL dropped in
1998a        al. 1997 al. 1997       (lunch) normal voice samples and

female soft voice samples

Rantala and      11 normal Lessons in a Lunch Different changes in F0, jitter
Vilkman 1999  female primary or and shimmer values between

       teachers secondary groups with many or few
school class complaints

________________________________________________________________________________
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authors (1999) found a correlation between a sum factor of vocal complaints (calculated for similar

voice complaints as above) and voice parameters (F0, F0 time, SPL, jitter and shimmer calculated

from voice samples recorded during working days) in ten female primary and secondary school

teachers. The correlation coefficients varied between 0.55 and 0.84. Mostly, F0, F0 time and SPL

correlated positively and jitter and shimmer negatively with the complaint scores. Nevertheless, F0

and jitter showed opposite correlations as well.

2.3. EFFECTS OF GENDER AND SOME EXPOSURE FACTORS

Table 3 shows a classification of voice-straining factors, four of which were also included in this

study: low air humidity, use of loud voice, working posture, and gender. Earlier research on these

issues will be reviewed in this section. The three former factors will be called “exposure factors“,

because they refer to the experimental factors to which the subjects were exposed.

2.3.1. Gender

Holmberg et al. (1988) found that several voice parameters in normal and loud voice samples

differentiate between females and males: for instance, males had higher fAC and higher maximum

airflow declination rate (dpeak) than females. Vilkman et al. (1998a) noticed several gender-

dependent differences: males had significantly higher values of SPL, fAC, dpeak, and T in soft,

normal and loud phonation. Lauri et al. (1997) found in males significantly lower values of OQ in

normal and loud phonations and CQ in loud phonations than in females. In the same material, males

had higher SQ in loud phonations (Vintturi, unpublished data). According to Alku and Vilkman

(1996), males had higher AQ values than females in soft, normal, and loud phonations.

Females are more sensitive to the negative effects of vocal loading than males

(Aaltonen 1989, Pekkarinen 1992, Russell 1998). One reason for their greater sensitivity to vocal

loading may be that they use fundamental frequencies about twofold compared to males.

Interestingly, Rantala and Vilkman (1999) found a correlation between several symptoms and the

total quantity of vocal fold vibrations per working day; as the fundamental frequency increases, the

mechanical loading of the vocal fold mucosa by collisions increases as well (Titze 1989).
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2.3.2. Ambient humidity

In real-life speaking situations, the speaker is faced with various environmental factors, such as

ambient humidity. Ambient humidity affects various voice parameters: Verdolini-Marston et al.

(1990) compared the PTP values of six adult subjects divided into slightly dehydrated, hydrated,

and no-treatment groups. The lowest PTP values were seen in the hydrated and the highest values in

the dehydrated group. The results were later confirmed with twelve adults in a double-blind

placebo-controlled test (Verdolini et al. 1994). Hemler et al. (1997) investigated eight healthy

subjects exposed to three different ambient humidity conditions for ten minutes: very dry (relative

humidity 2.1%), standard room (45%), and humidified air (100%). They found that perturbation

measures (jitter and shimmer) increased after inhalation of dry air. In studies by Vilkman et al.

(1997, 1998b), the relative ambient humidity level (25 or 65%) combined with vocal loading

affected the fAC and intraoral pressure values of loud phonation samples in a gender-specific way: in

females (n = 40), the pressure values rose in dry and dropped in humid air, while an opposite

phenomenon was observed in males (n = 40). The fAC values of females dropped in dry and rose in

humid air, while males showed opposite tendencies. The effect of gender was statistically

significant. Sihvo (1997) found that the dynamic range of VRP depended on humidity: dry air

(relative humidity 25%, n = 40) was associated with a statistically significantly smaller dynamic

range than humid air (65%, n = 40); this pattern was especially typical of females (Vintturi,

unpublished data).

The reason for such observations may be the lowering effect of high air humidity and

adequate hydration on the viscosity of vocal fold mucosa (Verdolini-Marston et al. 1990). It has

been postulated that viscosity determines the extent of energy loss (heat) due to internal friction in

vocal fold tissue. Thus, more energy is required for a vocal task with high- than low-viscosity vocal

folds (Titze 1981, Finkelhor et al. 1988). Another point of view was presented by Nakagava et al.

(1998): They studied vocal fold vibrations in excised canine larynges lubricated with fluid of either

low (6.2 cP) or high (23 cP) viscosity. When high-viscosity fluid was used, the amplitude of

vibration of the free edge and the peak glottal area decreased and OQ increased. The results suggest

that lowering of the viscosity of the lubricating mucus by adequate hydration is important for vocal

fold vibrations as well.
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2.3.3. Output level of vocal loading

There are few systematic studies on the effects of output level of vocal loading. Empirically, voice

production at high intensity levels is strenuous. Holbrook concluded that loud talking is associated

with vocal fatigue at least in some individuals (Holbrook 1977, Brown and Holbrook 1985). Neils

and Yairi (1987) had their six female subjects read aloud for 45 minutes with 50, 70 or 90 dB(A)

background noise (which makes the subject raise the loudness level of speech; see Section 2.3.5.). It

was expected that the extra effort required to raise voice loudness (especially at the 70 and 90

dB(A) levels) would result in vocal fatigue with perceptual and acoustic findings. However, no such

changes were seen. Vilkman et al. (1997, 1998b) divided 40 females and 40 males into two groups

according to the SPL level during a 5 x 45 min vocal loading test (either below or above 65

dB(SPL)). Several repeated voice samples (soft, normal and loud) were recorded during the test.

They found that the values of fAC and intraoral pressure increased in all the three sample types more

in the group with a loud loading voice than in the group with a soft loading voice (20 females and

20 males in both groups); several changes were statistically significant. The F0 and SPL of the loud

phonation samples decreased in males with a loud loading voice, whereas opposite trends could be

seen in females and soft-speaking males. These effects can be taken as indicative of an adaptation to

the vocally loading task (with the exception of the F0 and SPL decrease in the loud phonation

samples in males with a loud loading voice).

2.3.4. Posture

To the best of my knowledge, there are only two earlier studies on the significance of posture for

voice production (Vilkman 1997, 1998b). According to them, the values of SQ in normal voice

samples increased during morning loading in sitting subjects and decreased in standing subjects; the

difference between the groups was statistically significant. Intraoral pressure values first increased

in the normal phonation samples of sitting subjects and then dropped during the morning vocal

loading, whereas for standing subjects there was a constant rise. Moreover, SQ, CQ, T, and SPL

values repeatedly showed the effect of posture to be opposite in females and males. Nevertheless,

these interactions are difficult to interpret, because the changes can be evaluated from different

points of view: for example, an increased SQ may be associated with increased intensity (cf.

Sundberg et al. 1993), which may be perceptually (communicatively) good. On the other hand, such
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a change may be a sign of an increased pressed quality of the voice (Alku and Vilkman 1996),

which may lead to an increased impact stress on the vocal fold mucosa (cf. Titze 1993).

2.3.5. Ergonomics

The term "ergonomics" has been defined as “the ability to apply information regarding human

character, capacities, and limitations to the design of human tasks, machines, machine systems,

living spaces, and environment so that people can live, work, and play safely, comfortably, and

efficiently“ (Annis and McConville 1996). The three exposure factors of this study have been

addressed in the ergonomic literature. If ergonomics is defined in such a broad sense, even gender

has close links to ergonomics, because it affects the human capacities, as it was pointed out in

Section 2.3.1.

Working posture is a typical ergonomic factor, which has been widely studied in the

ergonomic literature (cf. Annis and McConville 1996, Jouni Lehtelä, personal communication).

Nevertheless, in the context of voice production it has been studied very little, although empirical

evidence suggests that a proper body posture is important for voice production (e.g., Raphael and

Sataloff 1997).

Ambient humidity is a typical ergonomic factor as well, but has been rarely studied:

the effects of humidity have probably not been considered crucially important for working ability

and, moreover, the level of ambient humidity can be manipulated within certain limits only in

temperate climates (dry winter, more humid summer and autumn) (Jouni Lehtelä, personal

communication). According to Kroemer and Grandjean (1997, pp. 365-368), a relative indoor

humidity of 40-60% is comfortable, whereas humidity below 30% affects adversely the mucous

membranes of the nose and the throat.

 Traditionally, the output level of speech is not an ergonomic factor in itself, while the

usual cause for raising the output level in real life, the background noise (Table 3), is an ergonomic

factor. The effect of background noise on the SPL or intelligibility of speech has been addressed in

several papers (Lane and Tranel 1971, van Heusden et al. 1979, Dejonckere and Pépin 1983, ISO

9921-1).
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2.4. PRODUCTION OF LOUD VOICES

2.4.1. Loud voices at work

In some of the vocally demanding professions, one occasionally has to speak in a remarkably loud

voice. Such situations may occur, for example, in a factory with a high background noise level or

when an unexpected hazard occurs in a day-care center. When a person shouts, the intensity level of

his or her voice may easily exceed 100 dB at a 40 cm distance: for example, in a laboratory study

by Coleman et al. (1977), the highest SPL values were 122 and 126 dB for females and males at a

15 cm distance; at a 40 cm distance, they would be approximately 113.5 and 117.5 dB, respectively.

Less acute situations may also call for the use of loud voice: Rantala (2000) found one teacher

speaking for four minutes at a 96 dB(A) level at the distance of 8 cm; at a 40 cm distance this would

be approximately 82 dB(A). Sala (1998) noticed that the highest output levels of female workers in

a day-care center were 82.5 dB LAeq at a distance of 40 cm.

2.4.2. Methods involved in loud voice production

According to Titze (1994, p. 218), the potential mechanisms for the regulation of voice intensity can

be divided into adjustments below, within, or above the larynx. First, below the larynx, the key

factor behind the intensity rise of speech is an increase in subglottal pressure (Gauffin and Sundberg

1989, Titze and Sundberg 1992). Second, within the larynx, an increase in the intensity of voice can

be achieved by increasing glottal adduction (Isshiki 1964). Third, above the larynx, formants

contribute to the intensity rise as well (Sundberg et al. 1993).

2.4.2.1. Effects of subglottal pressure and glottal adduction on the glottal AC flow and its first

derivative

Increasing vocal intensity by raising subglottal pressure (and simultaneously glottal adduction) not

only amplifies the AC flow of a glottal pulse but also makes the shape of the pulse sharper, so that it

contains more energy at high frequencies. In the frequency domain, this means that the intensity of

a soft sound is primarily determined by the intensity of F0, whereas the intensity of normal and loud

speech is greatly affected by the overtones near the first formant (Gramming and Sundberg 1988b,

Sundberg et al. 1993).
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As pointed out above, raising SPL by raising subglottal pressure and glottal adduction

both increases the amplitude of glottal flow and makes the shape of the glottal pulse sharper. As

both changes in the glottal AC flow also lead to increased dpeak values, it is not surprising that dpeak

(in dB units) and SPL have been found to correlate linearly (Gauffin and Sundberg 1989), at least in

a moderate intensity range. This correlation is based on the fact that dpeak illustrates the moment of

absolute maximum in the rate of change of glottal flow; therefore, this part of the flow serves as the

main excitation of the vocal tract (Fant 1993). Consequently, the level of dpeak determines, to a large

extent, the energy of the produced speech signal. As a starting point for Study IV, a non-linearity in

the dpeak - SPL curve was found: there was a “knee“ in the vicinity of 70…80 dB, i.e. the value of

SPL increased slightly although the value of dpeak remained unaltered, and the slope of the curve

seemed different below and above the knee. Hence, the concept of linear relationship between dpeak

and SPL seemed worth revisiting.

2.4.2.2. Role of fundamental frequency

Raising the subglottal pressure and glottal adduction increases the F0 of voice. Many studies have

been published on the relationship between F0 and SPL: Gramming et al. (1988a) reported that the

mean F0 increases by about a half-semitone when SPL is increased by one decibel. They considered

the increased value of F0 a passive result of raising subglottal pressure in order to produce louder

sounds. According to Titze and Sundberg (1992), SPL increases along with the rising F0 at a rate of

8-9 dB/octave.

However, F0 per se may also have an important role in the intensity regulation of

speech when formant tuning is used. This implies that the F0 of voice is adjusted so that either the

F0 or one of its lowest harmonics more or less coincides with the first formant. Consequently, the

level of the speech spectrum at the first formant is amplified, which increases the overall SPL. This

method is used in the production of high-pitched speech; in singing, F0 depends on the melody, and

formant tuning is achieved by changing the formant frequency to a frequency near the (high) F0.

The effect is, again, an increase in the overall SPL (Sundberg 1990).

Another way to use the F0 rise to increase the intensity level of voice is "pulse

repetition" (Fant 1982): Increasing F0 implies that the number of glottal closure instants per time

unit becomes larger. Since closure of the glottis serves as the main excitation of the vocal tract (Fant

1993), a rising F0 causes the speech pressure waveform to contain more high amplitude fluctuation,

which increases SPL. The phenomenon was analyzed by Alku et al. (in press): the value of ESP
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followed SPL in a nearly linear manner in soft and normal voices, which implied that raising the

energy of the synthesized single period was reflected by exactly an equal increase of SPL.

However, a rise of vocal intensity above approximately 90 dB was associated with a smaller

increase in the ESP value than in the SPL value; this implied that there had been some additional

source of energy that was present in the computation of SPL but absent from the computation of

ESP. According to the definition of ESP presented in Section 2.1.9.1., the only such factor was F0.

The effect of F0 per se on vocal intensity was approximately 4 dB for the voices of both female and

male speakers in loud phonation. The authors concluded that the effect of F0 was not caused by

formant tuning, because the F0 values did not coincide with the values of the first formant.

One mechanism that may add to the intensity rise along with the rising F0 is a decrease

in the damping effect of the vocal tract, which occurs during the glottal open phases: When F0

increases, the duration of the glottal open phases decreases. Simultaneously, the damping effect

during the glottal open phases decreases as well (Fant 1982, Rothenberg 1983).

Hence, we can conclude that speakers tend to control their vocal intensity by

controlling mainly the shape and amplitude of glottal flow in soft and normal phonation (with F0

per se having a minor effect on vocal intensity). In loud phonation, the active role of F0 is evident

(Vilkman et al. in press, Alku et al. in press).

2.4.2.3. Secondary excitations

In addition to the main excitation of the vocal tract, secondary excitations occurring at other points

of the glottal cycle (in the opening phase, open phase and closed phase) take place as well (Holmes

1976, Hunt 1987). Study V was motivated by the finding that, in a wide dynamic range, the

correlation between dpeak (in dB units) and SPL was not quite linear: there seemed to be saturation

of dpeak in loud voices (Alku et al. 1998), suggesting that the extra energy needed to raise vocal

intensity was derived from another source, such as secondary excitations.

2.4.2.4. Other mechanisms

According to Titze and Story (1997), the narrowing of the epilarynx tube increases the impedance

of the vocal tract at all frequencies. This facilitates vocal fold vibration by lowering the oscillation
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threshold pressure, produces the desirable singer's formant, and increases SPL slightly. The method

may be used by trained singers or speakers.
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3. AIMS

Professional voice use involves more or less prolonged vocal loading, occasionally at high intensity

levels. Therefore, this study addresses (1) the effects of vocal loading and (2) the mechanisms

involved in intensity regulation. The first part of the aim was approached by studying the effects of

ESVL and SVR on voice parameters and by searching connections between vocal loading and

subjective symptoms; some voice-straining exposure factors were included in the design. To

achieve the second part of the aim, voices with a large intensity range were studied. On the basis of

these starting-points, five hypotheses were formulated:

1. ESVL is reflected in voice parameter values (Study I).

2. SVR is reflected in voice parameter values (Study II).

3. Vocal loading is associated with a change in different subjective symptoms (Study III).

4. Gender, air humidity, output level of speech during vocal loading, and posture during vocal

loading have effects on ESVL and SVR changes and loading-related subjective symptoms

(Studies I-III).

5. In addition to the dpeak, other features of glottal flow (such as secondary excitations) are also

involved in the intensity regulation of voice with a large SPL range (Studies IV and V).
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4. SUBJECTS AND METHODS

4.1. STUDIES I – III

4.1.1. Subjects

Forty female and forty male voluntary young (average age 22, range 18-45) first-year university

students participated in the test at the Institute of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland. The

subjects were non-smokers and had no known hearing defects or voice or speech disorders. The

subjects had not attended voice therapy or formal voice training. A clinical examination of each

subject was performed before the experiment was started. The subjects practiced all the

experimental tasks beforehand, to avoid effects of learning during the test. Each subject participated

in the experiment only once. The instructions given to the subjects during the experiment were kept

constant. The subjects were completely naïve as to the exposure arrangements and the hypotheses.

4.1.2. Exposure groups

The subjects were exposed to combinations of the following three exposure factors:

(1) Relative humidity of ambient air, either low (25±5%) or high (65±5%). Humidity could be

adjusted by taking advantage of the seasonal climate differences. Hence, the high-humidity

recordings were made between September and December and the low-humidity recordings in

January. Humidity was monitored using a humidity-temperature recorder (Wilhelm Lambrecht

GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) and kept constant by a vaporizing humidifier (Ufox, Allaway

LTD, Jyväskylä, Finland). Due to the study arrangement, the subjects had been exposed to very

similar humidity levels in their daily life before the experiment.

(2) Short-time averaged output level of reading during vocal loading, either low (<65 dB(SPL)) or

high (>65 dB(SPL)). The output level of reading was controlled by the subjects by monitoring a

sound level meter with a light-emitting diode (LED) display calibrated against a sound level

meter at a distance of 2 m; the experimenter observed the reading from the neighboring room.
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(3) Posture during vocal loading: the subjects were either sitting or standing. The sitting subjects

had the book on a table in front of them; the standing subjects had the book on a music-stand

adjusted properly for each subject’s height and field of view.

The tests were run as a 2 (low or high humidity) – 2 (low or high output level of vocal

loading) – 2 (sitting or standing position during vocal loading) type factorial experiment (Daniel

1987), and the number of possible exposure combinations (cells) thus amounted to eight (Table 6),

every exposure group consisting of five females and five males.

Table 6: Description of the eight exposure groups. There were five female and five male subjects in each exposure

group; n = 80 in the entire database.

________________________________________________________________________________

Output level of loading Loading posture Humidity

________________________________________________________________________________

< 65 dB(SPL) sitting 25 ± 5%

< 65 dB(SPL) standing 25 ± 5%

< 65 dB(SPL) sitting 65 ± 5%

< 65 dB(SPL) standing 65 ± 5%

> 65 dB(SPL) sitting 25 ± 5%

> 65 dB(SPL) standing 25 ± 5%

> 65 dB(SPL) sitting 65 ± 5%

> 65 dB(SPL) standing 65 ± 5%

________________________________________________________________________________

4.1.3. Vocal loading

The voices of the subjects were loaded by having them read aloud a novel of their own choice for 5

x 45 minutes (Table 7). The reading was not recorded. The loading of voice took place in two

ordinary office rooms (background noise level < 40 dB(A), temperature 21 ± 1 °C) immediately

adjacent to the recording room.
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4.1.4. Time- and amplitude-domain parameterization

4.1.4.1. Recording samples

A set of voice samples was recorded five times during the test day (Table 7) according to the

principles of the speaking voice profile (Sprechstimmprofil) examination (Seidner 1985). Every set

consisted of three strings of five [pa:p:a] words produced normally (i.e., with habitual loudness), as

softly and as loudly as possible in this order; the loud voice quality can be described as shouting.

(Below, the expression “normal phonation“ or “normal voices“ denotes the voice samples

Table 7: Schedule of the experiment.

________________________________________________________________________________

  8.00 Clinical examination 45 min

  8.45 Recording of post-resting sample 1 15 min

  9.00      Vocal loading 1 45 min

  9.45 Recording of post-loading sample 1 15 min

10.00 Pause 1 and the first completion of the questionnaire 15 min

10.15      Vocal loading 2 45 min

11.00 Pause 2 and the second completion of the questionnaire 15 min

11.15      Vocal loading 3 45 min

12.00 Recording of post-loading sample 2 15 min

12.15 Clinical examination 15 min

12.30      Lunch break and the third completion of the questionnaire 30 min

13.00 Recording of post-resting sample 2 15 min

13.15     Vocal loading 4 45 min

14.00 Pause 4 and the fourth completion of the questionnaire 15 min

14.15     Vocal loading 5 45 min

15.00 Recording of post-loading sample 3 15 min

15.15 Clinical examination and the fifth completion of the questionnaire 15 min

15.30 End of the test

________________________________________________________________________________
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produced at the habitual loudness level.) The rate of production was approximately one word per

second. The subjects were standing during the recording. The samples were recorded using a digital

instrumentation recorder (Teac RD101T) and a condenser microphone (Brüel and Kjær 4176,

Denmark). The microphone was placed at 40 cm from the subject's lips, and the distance was

constantly measured and monitored. The recordings were made by the same experimenter in a

soundproof room (background noise level < 30 dB(A), temperature 21 ± 1 °C). During the

recordings, the subjects kept a plastic tube between their lips for recording calibrated intraoral

pressure signals (F-J Manophone type MF 710, F-J Electronics A/S, Holte, Denmark).

4.1.4.2. Data analyses

From the tape recordings, three words in the middle of each string were cut using the audio-editor

(Macintosh IIci, 16-bit audio card, sampling frequency 22 050 Hz) and then stored on a computer

disc for further analyses. To obtain the glottal flow waveform, the long /a/ vowel in the stressed first

syllable of the test word [pa:p:a] was inverse-filtered using the IAIF method (Alku 1992) in a

computer (Macintosh IIci). The estimation of the vocal tract transfer function was based on the

conventional Linear Predictive Coding (LPC).

The bandwidth of speech was down-sampled to 4 kHz, and the IAIF analysis was

performed with a time window of 32 ms. In the computer, the signals were first high-pass filtered

with a digital filter whose cut-off frequency was 30 Hz, in order to remove any possible low-

frequency air pressure variations picked up during the recordings. Eight consecutive glottal periods

were analyzed from each of the three middle members of the [pa:p:a] word strings. The fAC and

dpeak values were automatically determined using an interactive environment (Alku et al. 1993). The

parameter values were averaged over the 24 glottal periods. The flow values were expressed on an

arbitrary scale because the IAIF method is based on a direct estimate of the voice source from the

acoustic speech pressure wave without applying a flow mask (Section 2.1.1.). The time instants

needed in the computation of the time-domain parameters were marked manually.

Four time-domain parameters (F0, CQ, OQ, SQ) and three amplitude-domain

parameters (fAC, dpeak, AQ) were calculated from the glottal flow estimated by inverse filtering (Fig.

1). Both fAC and dpeak were also expressed on a logarithmic scale (denoted by lgfAC and lgdpeak).
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4.1.5. Sound pressure level and intraoral pressure

The sound pressure level (SPL) of the first stressed syllable of the test word was analyzed using a

computer program (signal analysis system Intelligent Speech Analyser, ISA, developed by Raimo

Toivonen, M. Sc.). A 160 ms segment was analyzed for three repetitions at each of the three

loudness levels, i.e., the segment analyzed was not exactly the same as the segment used for inverse

filtering analysis. The intraoral pressure values for the /p/ occlusion were measured from the peak

following the long /a/ vowel of the first syllable in the calibrated plotted recordings. Intraoral

pressure was used to obtain an estimate of subglottal pressure (Rothenberg 1973, Löfqvist et al.

1982, Hertegård 1995).

4.1.6. Voice range profile

In addition, the extremes of each subject’s dynamic capacity were measured five times during the

test (Table 7) at five pitches (g(196 Hz), a(220 Hz), c1(262 Hz), e1(330 Hz), g1(392 Hz) for female

subjects, and G(98 Hz), A(110 Hz), c(131 Hz), e(165 Hz), g(196 Hz) for male subjects) to get a

VRP (Schutte and Seidner 1983; Seidner 1985; Gramming 1988a and b; Sihvo 1997). The VRP

meter (TUR SF 02, G. Heinemann Medizintechnik GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) measured SPL in a

2 – 4 kHz region (called SPLSF) from the VRP upper limit samples (Seidner 1985). The readings of

the meter were recorded manually and stored on discs. The SPL values were measured using A-

weighting and “Fast“ integration time; the latter corresponds to the integration time of the human

ear.

4.1.7. Questionnaire

Different subjective symptoms (Table 8) during the previous vocal loading were recorded on a

questionnaire after each of the five loading sessions (Table 7). The subjects marked their symptoms

on a 6-cm-long visual eleven-point scale (scores 0 – 10). The missing data (4.9% of all questions)

were replaced by series means, which were calculated by splitting the data first by gender and the

three exposure factors to get as good an estimate for a single missing value as possible. The missing

data  mostly  pertained  to  item  3  (I am tired… I can hardly go on any longer; 45% of  the answers
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Table 8: Questions and Factors. Question 3 was omitted from the analysis (see text). Question 9 was included in both

Factor 3 and Factor 4.

________________________________________________________________________________

Questions Factors

low scores… high scores

________________________________________________________________________________

1. I love it… I don’t like it any more Factor 1: Central fatigue

2. I am doing well… I am fatigued

3. (I am tired… I can hardly go on any longer)

4. No symptoms… my neck is tense

5. No symptoms… my shoulders are aching Factor 2: Symptoms of the neck, shoulders

6. No symptoms… my back is aching                               and back

7. No symptoms… my mouth is dry

8. No symptoms… my tongue is dry Factor 3: Drying in the mouth and throat

9. No symptoms… my throat is dry

10. No symptoms… my throat is tired

11. No symptoms… my throat is itching Factor 4: Symptoms of the throat

12. No symptoms… my throat is sore

13. No symptoms… I feel like coughing

14. The quality of my voice is good… my voice is creaky

15. The quality of my voice is good… my voice is cracked Factor 5:

16. The quality of my voice is good… I seem to be losing my voice Symptoms of the

17. The quality of my voice is good… my voice is hoarse voice

________________________________________________________________________________

missing), which either was difficult to understand or did not have satisfactory reply alternatives.

Therefore, item 3 was excluded from further analysis. The low scores of the items 4-13 originally

indicated many symptoms. For the sake of simplicity, the meaning of these scores was reversed;
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thus, low scores indicated few symptoms (“zero“ meaning no symptom) and high scores many

symptoms (“ten“ meaning the highest possible number of symptoms) in the analysis of all replies.

In the original Finnish questionnaire, item 13 (I feel like coughing) denotes a feeling of coughing in

the throat.

4.1.8. Statistical methods

The questions loaded on five factors in a factor analysis (Table 8). Item 9 (My throat is dry) was

included in both Factor 3 (Drying in mouth and throat) and Factor 4 (Symptoms of the throat).

Cronbach’s alpha values for the factors varied between 0.70 and 0.93 for all loading sessions except

the first: Factors 1 and 2 got an alpha value of 0.64 only. The factor scores for each subject were

calculated separately for every loading session by summing up the scores of the individual items of

that particular factor. To make the factor scores comparable, they were scaled by dividing the sum

scores by the number of individual items in that factor (SPSS statistical packages, SPSS Inc.

Chicago, Illinois, USA).

Statistical tests of the data included ANOVA, Student’s t-test and Mann-Whitney test

(SPSS statistical packages). Not more than two exposure factors were taken into account at a time.

The results obtained were presented at the 5% level of significance. A trend was defined as an

obviously meaningful change or difference with a significance value between 0.050 and 0.100.

4.2. STUDIES IV – V

4.2.1. Speech material and laboratory facilities

Speech data were collected from eleven adult Finnish speakers (five females between 42 and 54, six

males between 33 and 66 years) with no history of speech, voice, or hearing disorders. The subjects

sat in an anechoic chamber with a condenser microphone (Brüel&Kjær 4176, Denmark) at a

distance of 40 cm from the lips; the distance was constantly monitored. Between their lips at the

corner of the mouth, they had a plastic catheter, which was connected to a pressure transducer (F-J

Manophone type MF 710, F-J Electronics A/S, Holte, Denmark) for intraoral pressure recordings.

The task was to produce sets of five repetitions of the test word [pa:p:a]. The first set

was to be produced as softly as possible without whispering. The subjects raised the SPL in

gradations of approximately 5 dB until they reached a 105 dB level (or 110 dB voluntarily for some
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subjects). The subjects monitored the output level by following the Light-Emitting Diode (LED)

display of a SPL meter (Brüel&Kjær 2225, Denmark). In order to gather enough data representing

high vocal intensity, the subjects repeated the three loudest sets (95, 100 and 105 dB) three times.

The total number of sets produced was 86 and 102 by female and male speakers.

Our aim was to study the relationship between F0 and SPL in circumstances where the

speakers were allowed to choose their F0 and phonation type freely. Thus, apart from the SPL, the

subjects were given no other restrictions regarding their voice production.

4.2.2. Data analyses

Both the acoustic signal and the intraoral pressure signal were directly transmitted to a computer via

an audio card (Turtle Beach Tahiti, Turtle Beach Systems). The waveforms were digitized

(sampling frequency 22 050 Hz, resolution 16 bits, bandwidth 11 kHz). The acoustic signals were

high-pass filtered (linear phase FIR filter, cut-off frequency 60 Hz), in order to remove any possible

low-frequency air pressure variations picked up during the recordings.

For the computation of SPL values with linear weighting, a 94 dB calibration signal

(calibrator Brüel&Kjær 4231, Denmark) was recorded. SPL values were computed using the root

mean square operation (RMS; QuickSig computer program by M. Karjalainen, T. Altosaar and P.

Alku) and the SPL value of the calibration tone as follows:

                { } { }
{ }SPL speech

RMS speech

RMS calibration
= +94 dB 20lg                 (3)

Estimates of subglottal pressure were computed from the oral pressure waveforms during the post-

vowel /p/ occlusion at the point of the peak pressure value after the sudden rise. The pressures were

measured twice; if the two results differed from each other, a third measurement was performed.

The last measured values were considered most reliable and used in the further analyses.

4.2.3. Inverse filtering

In order to estimate the glottal volume velocity waveforms, an inverse filtering technique similar to

that described by Alku (1992) was used. The vocal tract transfer function was estimated using the
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DAP technique (El-Jaroudi and Makhoul 1991, Alku and Vilkman 1994) by first canceling the

average effect of the glottal source from the speech spectrum using low-order all-pole filtering.

Then the lip radiation effect was cancelled by first-order all-pole filter with its pole in the z-domain

at z = 0.98. The estimation of glottal flow was computed using an analysis window of 50 ms. (For

some of the low-pitched male voices, the length of the time window was increased to 70 ms in order

to cover at least four glottal cycles.)
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5. RESULTS

5.1. EARLY STAGE OF VOCAL LOADING IN TERMS OF VOICE PARAMETER

CHANGES (I)

As gender has been shown to have significant effects on the voice parameter values and loading

changes (Section 2.3.1.), females and males were studied separately. The statistically significant

changes due to ESVL are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 9.

Fig. 3: Mean lower margin of VRP before (dotted line) and after (solid line) the early stage of vocal loading in dB(A);

female subjects (n = 40). Statistically significant changes (p ≤ 0.050) are indicated by an asterisk.

5.2. SHORT VOCAL REST IN TERMS OF VOICE PARAMETER CHANGES (II)

Most of the statistically significant SVR changes occurred in the normal phonation samples and, in

females, soft phonation samples. The majority of changes were opposite in direction to the pre-

resting loading changes. Nevertheless, the parameter mean values did not always return to the pre-

loading level, especially in normal phonations (Table 10).
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Table 9: The voice parameters that showed statistically significant (p ≤ 0.050) rises ( ↑  ) or drops ( ↓  ) at the early stage

of vocal loading in female and male subjects. Soft, normal and loud voice quality samples and spectral energy in the 2 –

4 kHz region (SPLSF). F0 = fundamental frequency; CQ = closing quotient; OQ = open quotient; SQ = speed quotient;

fAC = glottal flow; lgfAC = logarithm of fAC; dpeak = negative peak amplitude of differential glottal flow; lgdpeak =

logarithm of dpeak; AQ = amplitude quotient; SPL = sound pressure level; p = intraoral pressure.

________________________________________________________________________________

Soft Normal Loud SPLSF

________________________________________________________________________________

FEMALES ↓  CQ   ↑  g (196 Hz)

↑  SQ   ↑  a (220 Hz)

↑  fAC ↑  c1 (262 Hz)

↑  lgfAC ↑  e1 (330 Hz)

↑  dpeak ↑  g1 (392 Hz)

↑  lgdpeak

↓  AQ   ↓  AQ

↑  SPL  

↑  p

________________________________________________________________________________

MALES ↑  F0   ↑  A (110 Hz)

↓  OQ

↑  fAC 

↑  dpeak

↑  lgdpeak ↑  lgdpeak

↓  AQ    

↑  SPL    

↑  p   ↑  p   

________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 10: The parameters whose values changed statistically significantly (p ≤ 0.050 in ANOVA or Wilcoxon’s

matched-pairs signed-ranks test) due to a post-loading short vocal rest (SVR) in females and males. The changes during

the pre-resting vocal loading (3 x 45 min) and between the two post-resting samples (the first sample in the morning

and the post-lunch sample; baseline shift) are also given. Soft, normal and loud denote the different loudness levels of

the voice samples. F0 = fundamental frequency; p = intraoral pressure; fAC = glottal flow; dpeak = negative peak

amplitude of differentiated glottal flow; OQ = open quotient; F0 = fundamental frequency; CQ = closing quotient; SQ =

speed quotient; lgfAC = logarithm of fAC; AQ = amplitude quotient; SPL = sound pressure level.; ↑  = rising trend, ↓  =

decreasing trend (p ≤ 0.100); asterisks denote the significance of the trend (p*** ≤ 0.001; 0.001 < p** ≤ 0.010; 0.010 <

p* ≤ 0.050); ns = non-significant.

________________________________________________________________________________

              Parameter      Change        Change        Baseline

in in               shift

                         loading           SVR

________________________________________________________________________________

FEMALES soft p ns ↓* ns

n = 40 fAC ↑** ↓** ns

dpeak ↑** ↓* ns

OQ ↑*** ↓* ns

normal F0 ns ↑* ↑*

CQ ↓*** ↑* ↓

OQ ns ↓* ↓

SQ ↑*** ↓** ns

________________________________________________________________________________

MALES normal lgfAC ns ↑* ↑**

n = 40 F0 ↑** ↑* ↑***

OQ ↓* ↑** ns

AQ ↓*** ↑*** ns

SPL ↑*** ↓** ↑**

loud p ns ↑* ns

________________________________________________________________________________
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5.3. VOCAL LOADING AND SUBJECTIVE SYMPTOMS (III)

The smallest mean symptoms pooled over the test were found in Symptoms of the neck, shoulders

and back (Factor 2) and the most marked mean symptoms in Drying in the mouth and throat

(Factor 3) and Symptoms of the throat (Factor 4). For most factors (1, 2, 4 and 5), the symptoms

were least intense during the first loading session and increased statistically significantly to their

peak value after three or five vocal loading sessions. Factor 3 (Drying in the mouth and throat) was

an exception: the highest values were recorded during the loading session before the lunch break

and the lowest values during the loading session after the lunch break (Table 11, Fig. 4). As it can

be seen in Fig. 4, the lunch break relieved slightly all the other symptoms except Central fatigue,

but the changes were statistically significant only for Factor 3 (Drying in the mouth and throat) in

the female group.

Table 11: The intervals (between the loading sessions) during which the factor mean scores changed most, and the

significance of the changes (Mann-Whitney); n = 80. The numbers 1-5 denote the five loading sessions; see Table 7 for

more information.

________________________________________________________________________________

Factor  Interval Change Significance

                    of change

________________________________________________________________________________

1. Central fatigue 1-5 +42% < 0.001

2. Symptoms of the neck, shoulders and back 1-3 +32% < 0.001

3. Drying in the mouth and throat 3-4 -12%    0.001

4. Symptoms of the throat 1-3 +25% < 0.001

5. Symptoms of the voice 1-3 +18%    0.007

________________________________________________________________________________
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Fig. 4: Scaled mean symptom scores (y-axis) of the factors during the five loading sessions (1-5; x-axis); n = 80. Factor

1 = Central fatigue; Factor 2 = Symptoms of the neck, shoulders and back; Factor 3 = Drying in the mouth; Factor 4 =

Symptoms of the throat; Factor 5 = Symptoms of the voice.

5.4. EFFECTS OF GENDER AND EXPOSURE FACTORS ON THE EARLY STAGE OF

VOCAL LOADING, SHORT VOCAL REST AND LOADING-RELATED SUBJECTIVE

SYMPTOMS (I-III)

5.4.1. Gender

There were several statistically significant differences in the ESVL changes between females and

males, but the gender difference did not seem to follow any uniform pattern (I). In SVR, four

parameters showed statistically significantly different patterns between the genders: In males, the

values of OQ and AQ decreased during loading and increased during resting in normal voice

samples, while females showed notably smaller changes. Moreover, as regards OQ values, the

SVR-related change was opposite in females and males (decrease vs. increase) (Table 12) (II).
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Table 12: The voice parameters and types of phonation (soft, normal and loud) that showed the statistically significant

(p ≤ 0.050 in ANOVA) differences in the changes due to a short vocal rest (SVR) between different gender and

exposure groups; n = 40 in each group. The changes during the pre-resting vocal loading (3 x 45 min) and between the

two post-resting samples (the first sample in the morning and the post-lunch sample; baseline shift) are given as well.

OQ = open quotient; fAC = glottal flow; AQ = amplitude quotient; p = intraoral pressure; VRPloud = upper limit of the

voice range profile; SPLSF = SPL of the 2 – 4 kHz region; SQ = speed quotient; the output level of phonation during

vocal loading was either low (< 65 dB(SPL)) or high (> 65 dB(SPL)); the subjects were either sitting or standing during

the vocal loading; ↑  = rising trend, ↓  = falling trend (p ≤ 0.100); asterisks denote the significance of the trend (p*** ≤

0.001; 0.001 < p** ≤ 0.010; 0.010 < p* ≤ 0.050).

________________________________________________________________________________

Parameter and Exposure Change  Change   Baseline

loudness level of group     in      in     shift

phonation loading    SVR

________________________________________________________________________________

OQ normal    females        -      ↓*      ↓

  males     ↓*      ↑**       -

fAC normal   females      -      -       -

  males     ↑*      ↑      ↑***

AQ normal   females     ↓***      -      ↓***

  males     ↓***      ↑***       -

p loud    females      -       -       -

  males      -       ↑*       -

________________________________________________________________________________

VRP loud g/G low output      -       -       -

  high output     ↓      ↑*       -

SPL SF g/G low output      -      ↓       -

  high output      -      ↑**       -

________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 12 continued

________________________________________________________________________________

Parameter and Exposure Change  Change   Baseline

loudness level of group     in      in     shift

phonation loading    SVR

________________________________________________________________________________

SQ loud   sitting      -       -       -

  standing      -      ↓*      ↓*

AQ normal   sitting     ↓***      ↑      ↓*

  standing     ↓***      ↑***       -

VRP loud c1/c sitting      -      ↓      ↓

  standing      -       -       -

VRP loud e1/e sitting      -       -       -

  standing      -      ↑*       -

VRP loud g1/g sitting      -       -       -

  standing     ↓      ↑*       -

SPL SF g1/g sitting      -       -       -

  standing      -      ↑*      ↑**

________________________________________________________________________________

Females had seemingly more of all loading-related subjective symptoms pooled over

the test than males, but the difference was statistically significant only in Symptoms of the neck,

shoulders and back (Fig. 5) (III).

5.4.2. Ambient humidity

In low ambient humidity, ESVL made voice production more pressed in terms of voice parameter

changes compared to the subjects who had been in a high-humidity environment. Most of the

differences were found in female loud voices (Table 13). Humidity also had effects on female VRP:

during ESVL, there was a rising trend at both margins in the low-humidity conditions and a
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decreasing trend or hardly any change in the high-humidity conditions (Fig. 6) (I). During SVR,

ambient humidity alone had no statistically significant effects on the parameter changes (II).

Statistically significant symptom level differences pooled over the test between the

humidity groups were found in Central fatigue, Symptoms of the neck, shoulders and back and All

symptoms: the low-humidity group had more symptoms than the high-humidity group (Fig. 7).

When the five loading sessions were studied separately for females and males, even more

statistically significant differences were seen (Table 14). In terms of loading-related symptoms,

humidity only affected the female subjects (III).

Fig. 5: The scaled factor mean scores and the scaled mean of all symptoms (y-axis) pooled over the test day in females

(black; n = 40) and males (white; n = 40). The statistically significant gender difference (p ≤ 0.050) is indicated by an

asterisk.

5.4.3. Output level of vocal loading

The output level of vocal loading did not have many statistically significant effects on parameter

changes during ESVL. All the effects can be interpreted as signs of greater effort in the high-output

group compared to the low-output group (Table 15) (I). During SVR, the output level of previous

loading had few statistically significant effects on voice parameter changes (Table 12) (II). In

males, more Central fatigue was seen in the low than in the high output group during the first and

the last loading sessions (Table 14) (III).
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Table 13: The combinations of voice parameters and loudness levels of phonation that showed a significant (p ≤ 0.050)

difference in the change during early stage of vocal loading relative to ambient humidity. Soft, normal and loud voice

samples. Low ambient humidity 25 ± 5%; high ambient humidity 65 ± 5%; OQ = open quotient; fAC = glottal flow;

lgfAC = logarithm of fAC; lgdpeak = logarithm of the negative peak amplitude of differentiated glottal flow; AQ =

amplitude quotient; p = intraoral pressure; ↑  = rising trend; ↓  = falling trend (p ≤ 0.100; arrow in brackets means p >

0.100); asterisks denote the significance of the trend (p*** ≤ 0.001; 0.001 < p** ≤ 0.010; 0.010 < p* ≤ 0.050).

________________________________________________________________________________

  Soft           Normal Loud Low and high humidity

________________________________________________________________________________

FEMALES fAC ↓** (↑ )

lgfAC ↓*** (↑ )

lgdpeak ↓** (↑ )

AQ  ↓***          (↓ )

p  ↑* (↓ )

________________________________________________________________________________

MALES OQ  ↓ ↑

p   ↑***  ↑*

________________________________________________________________________________

Fig. 6: Loading sample mean values minus resting sample mean values (dB(A); y-axis) of the lower (left) and upper

(right) margins of VRP in the low (black) and high (white) humidity groups; female subjects (n = 40). Statistically

significant difference (p ≤ 0.050) between the humidity groups is indicated by an asterisk.
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Table 14: The loading sessions during which a statistically significant (p ≤ 0.050) difference occurred in the symptom

scores between the humidity, output or posture groups in females or males (independent samples Student’s t-tests). The

percentage refers to the increment from the lower score. n = 20 in each group.

________________________________________________________________________________

Factor         Loading         Difference of the mean

        session no.      scores %

________________________________________________________________________________

FEMALES

More symptoms in the low- than the high-humidity group

1. Central fatigue      3 1.2 31

2. Symptoms of the neck, shoulders and back       4 2.3 97

      5 1.7 66

3. Drying in the mouth         5 2.1 54

4. Symptoms of the throat        4 1.6 40

       5 1.9 46

5. Symptoms of the voice        1 1.3 44

       4 1.3 37

       5 1.8 54

________________________________________________________________________________

MALES

More symptoms in the low- than the high-output group

1. Central fatigue         1 1.3 44

       5 2.0 56

More symptoms in the standing than the sitting group

1. Central fatigue        5 1.9             55

2. Symptoms of the neck, shoulders and back        1 1.3 96

       2 1.3 93

       3 1.5 99

       4 1.2 78

        5 1.0 68

________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 15: The combinations of voice parameters and loudness levels of phonation that showed a significant (p ≤ 0.050)

difference in the change during the early stage of vocal loading according to the output level during loading. Soft,

normal and loud voice samples. Low output level of phonation < 65 dB(SPL) during loading; high output level of

phonation > 65 dB(SPL) during loading; F0 = fundamental frequency; CQ = closing quotient; SQ = speed quotient; p =

intraoral pressure; ↑  = rising trend; ↓  = falling trend (p ≤ 0.100; arrow in brackets means p > 0.100); asterisks denote

the significance of the trend (p*** ≤ 0.001; 0.001 < p** ≤ 0.010; 0.010 < p* ≤ 0.050).

________________________________________________________________________________

Soft Normal Loud Low and high output

________________________________________________________________________________

FEMALES  p   (↓ )  ↑
________________________________________________________________________________

MALES F0   (↑ )  ↑***

CQ       ↑  ↓*

 SQ      ↓ (↑ )
________________________________________________________________________________

Fig. 8: Loading sample mean values minus resting sample mean values (dB(A); y-axis) of the lower (left) and upper

(right) margins of VRP in sitting (black) and standing (white) males (n = 40). Statistically significant differences (p ≤

0.050) between the posture groups are indicated by an asterisk.
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5.5. SOME FEATURES OF GLOTTAL FLOW INVOLVED IN THE INTENSITY

REGULATION OF VOICE

5.5.1. Relationship between sound pressure level and differentiated glottal flow between soft

and normal voices (IV)

An example of a SPL-dpeak graph is shown in Fig. 9. A closer examination of the graph revealed a

“knee“ in the vicinity of 70-80 dB. The “knee“ consisted of two features: (1) there were two

samples (no. 4 and 5) with different SPL values despite the approximately same dpeak value; (2) the

slope of the line drawn to match the observations seemed steeper in the soft voices than in the

normal and loud voices (the lines were modeled using two optimal linear functions determined by

the mean square error criterion). A similar pattern was found in all subjects.

Fig. 9: An example of the SPL – dpeak graph for a male subject. Both SPL (x-axis) and dpeak (y-axis) are in dB-units.

When the samples no. 4 and 5 were studied further, it was found that the shape of the differentiated

glottal flow was “smoother“ in sample 4 than in sample 5 (Fig. 10). In the frequency domain, this

implies that the spectral slope was less steep in sample 5 than in sample 4, sample 5 therefore gave

a higher SPL value.
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Fig. 10: Waveforms estimated by inverse filtering of the speech samples no. 4 and 5 in Fig. 9; y-axis in arbitrary units.

Glottal flow (a) and differentiated glottal flow (b) of speech sample 4; glottal flow (c) and differentiated glottal flow (d)

of speech sample 5. The shape of the differentiated glottal flow is suggested to be “smoother” in sample 4 than in

sample 5  (arrows).

The change in the shape of differentiated glottal flow may have been responsible for

the change in the steepness of the SPL-dpeak curve at the “knee“ (Fig. 9) as well. The following

mechanism is assumed: in soft voices, the increase in SPL was achieved mostly by increasing the

amplitude of glottal flow. When this could no longer be done conveniently, there was a “register
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shift“ in terms of the shape of differentiated glottal flow. As a result of this, the slope of the SPL-

dpeak  graph was changed as well.

On the other hand, an increase in the F0 value in the “knee“ region could explain the

findings as well. To test this possibility, an ESP- dpeak graph was drawn (Fig. 11): the curve showed

a similar “knee“ as in Fig. 9. If the “knee“ had been caused by a F0 rise, no such pattern would exist

in the ESP- dpeak graph, because ESP, by definition, contains no effects of F0 (Section 2.1.9.1.).

Fig. 11: An example of a scatterplot describing dpeak (y-axis, in dB units) as a function of Energy of the Synthesized

Period (ESP; x-axis, in dB units) for a male subject.

As stated above, the value of dpeak was approximately the same in the samples 4 and 5. A closer

look at Fig. 9 showed the value of dpeak to be actually slightly higher in sample 5. The observed

difference equaled 1.5 dB, but the simultaneous increase in SPL was about 8 dB, implying that the

extra energy was derived from another source.

5.5.2. Secondary excitations of the vocal tract (V)

The value of ERME was smallest for soft voices. When the intensity level of speech was increased,

the value of ERME also rose in both females (n = 5) and males (n = 6). This implied that in

producing normal or slightly loud voices, the effect of the main excitation of the vocal tract on
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vocal intensity increased. However, after reaching the SPL value of approximately 85 dB, the value

of ERME started to decrease again in all subjects, resulting in the horse-shoe shape shown in Fig.

12.

Fig. 12: Energy Ratio by Modified Excitation (ERME; y-axis) as a function of sound pressure level (SPL; x-axis) in

females (left; n = 5) and males (right; n = 6).

ERME reached its smallest values in soft voices. Based on the definition in Section

2.1.9.2., this implies that the energy of the hypothetical signal did not decrease very much when the

peaks of the main excitations were removed. In other words, the role of the main excitation did not

dominate in the production of the softest sounds because there was an almost equal secondary

excitation. The following mechanism is assumed: The shape of the glottal flow pulse was very

smooth in the case of soft voices, as reported in various previous studies (e.g., Holmberg et al.

1988). Consequently, the glottal closing phase was not very much steeper than the glottal opening

phase in the soft voice samples. Hence, the primary excitation at the glottal closing phase was not

greater than the secondary excitations during the glottal opening.

When the intensity level was increased, the values of ERME started to rise as well,

showing that the importance of primary excitation for voice production increased. Nevertheless,

after an SPL value of approximately 85 dB, the value of ERME began to decline again for all

subjects. This behavior of ERME is a sign of the increased importance of secondary excitations.

The following mechanism is assumed: Production of speech with SPL over approximately 85 dB
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corresponded to a noticeable increase of subglottal pressure. Consequently, the shape of the glottal

pulse became steeper not only at the glottal closing phase but also during the opening phase; in

other words, the relative importance of the rapid changes in the flow during the opening phase

increased.

One mechanism in loud voice production is an increase in F0 values, which may have

contributed to the intensity rise by pulse repetition, formant tuning or a decrease in the dampening

effects of the vocal tract (Section 2.4.2.2.). However, none of these mechanisms have an effect on

the ERME values, because the increase in F0 values affects similarly both the observed and the

hypothetical signal in ERME (Section 2.1.9.2.), leaving the ratio unchanged.
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6. DISCUSSION

6.1. ON THE INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS

The interpretations concerning the parameter changes are either based on the principles explained in

Section 2.1. or given in parentheses. “Normal voice“ or “normal phonation“ denotes the voice

produced at a habitual loudness level (Section 4.1.4.1.).

In studies I-III, it was difficult to judge which change was to be considered as having

some real value. Such a statement should not be made on the basis of significance values

(International Committee of Medical Journal Editors 1988), because they only show the statistical,

not the practical significance. When, for example, the mean value of AQ decreased from 0.418 to

0.367 during ESVL, the change was statistically significant (p = 0.002), but it is difficult to say

what the practical significance of the change was in terms of perceptual voice quality or the

subjects’ fatigue during prolonged vocal loading. Nor was it possible to compare the findings to

reference values: no such values exist because of the great inter- and intra-individual variation and

the lacking standardization of the methods. Therefore, the only possibility seemed to be to (1) judge

the importance of the changes on the basis of the significance values during the analysis and then

(2) to try to find general trends rather than take a single statistical result as a fact.

As it was seen in Section 2.1., both increased pressedness and increased intensity of

voice may have partly similar consequences in terms of the voice parameter changes. Therefore, in

Studies I-III, it was difficult or even impossible to distinguish between these two interpretations for

two reasons: (1) no perceptual assessment was included in the design; (2) the method used (to

assess the statistical significances; see above) does not justify a definite distinction between these

two interpretations, either: for example, the values of AQ decreased statistically significantly in the

normal phonation samples of the female subjects (as a sign of either louder or more pressed

phonation; Section 2.1.3.), but SPL only increased at a 10% significance level; whether the

observations are to be judged as signs of either more pressed or louder phonation depends on the

interpretation of the SPL increase (if SPL increased as a consequence of the increased pressedness

only, the change could be seen as a shift toward more pressed phonation; if SPL increased per se,

the AQ decrease might be explained by the increased intensity of voice). Therefore, the term “more

effortful voice production“ (the background being most likely increased laryngeal and/or respiratory

muscle activity) will be used in what follows; it can be taken to include a shift toward a more
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pressed and/or louder phonation. Similarly, the expression “less effortful voice production“ will be

used, denoting less pressed phonation and/or a lower intensity level of voice.

The practical consequences of more effortful voice production are suggested to

depend on the point of view (as outlined in Fig. 2 in context with vocal loading): (1) At the

perceptual (communicative) level, more effortful voice production may lead to better voice quality

due to increased harmonic energy (cf. Leino and Kärkkäinen 1995, Gauffin and Sundberg 1989,

Alku et al. 1997) or worse quality due to increased pressedness of voice. (2) At the subjective level,

more effortful voice production may be felt as the voice sounding stronger or lead to earlier fatigue

(Brown and Holbrook 1985). (3) At the physiological level, the effect of more effortful voice

production may be earlier fatigue or even more severe long-time fatiguing changes, such as vocal

nodules (Hillman et al. 1989); in such context, the term “hyperfunction“ is generally used in the

literature.

6.2. EARLY STAGE OF VOCAL LOADING IN TERMS OF VOICE PARAMETER

CHANGES (I)

6.2.1. Soft phonations

Both the soft phonation samples and the pianissimo curve of VRP represented the softest possible

phonation, i.e. the phonatory threshold level was sought. The results showed a statistically

significant rise in the intraoral pressure values of males in the soft phonation samples, even in the

subjects with no increase in the perceptual pressedness of voice (a paper under preparation). The

effect of ESVL was not positive for phonation in a physiological sense, because PTP increased (cf.

Verdolini-Marston et al. 1990). In males, the elevated soft phonation fAC values seemed to be a

result of the higher pressure used. All in all, the observed ESVL changes in soft phonations can be

taken to indicate a shift toward more effortful voice production.

6.2.2. Normal and loud phonations

The normal phonation samples were very close to continuous speech, since the repeated test word

[pa:p:a] is a real word in some Finnish dialects. Both the time- and amplitude-based parameters

with SPL and intraoral pressure values reflected a shift toward more effortful voice production. For
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loud phonation, the findings implied a similar shift as well, especially in females. An SPLSF

increase means a change in maximum performance, which could be expected in line with the warm-

up principles of sports (Safran et al. 1989).

6.2.3. Comparison with earlier studies

The results on ESVL were in line with the earlier loading studies (e.g., F0, SPL and energy of

harmonics increased; voice production shifted into the hyperfunctional direction; Section 2.2.1.). In

the light of the recent research (Vilkman et al. 1997, 1998 a and b; Lauri et al. 1997, Rantala et al.

1998), this finding seems to confirm the assumption that a change toward more effortful voice

production is a normal feature of human voice upon vocal loading; it can be seen as adaptation to

the vocal loading. Nevertheless, it may have deleterious (possibly long-term) effects on the vocal

fold mucosa in some subjects (Brown and Holbrook 1985, cf. Titze 1989); this issue remains open

for further research.

6.2.4. Early Stage of Vocal Loading and vocal warm-up

In Study I, it was originally assumed that the ESVL changes occurring during the first vocal loading

session in the morning would be mostly caused by the WU effect. This assumption seemed tenable

for five reasons: (1) The biggest changes in the objective voice parameter values took place during

the first 45-minute loading session according to our earlier studies (Vilkman et al. 1997, 1998 a and

b; Lauri et al. 1997); no such marked changes were seen in the voice samples obtained later during

the day. This finding is consistent with the notion of WU as “an initial period of rapid vocal

change“ (Stone and Sharf 1973). (2) In previous studies, the vocal loading time needed for

subjective WU effects to occur varied between 5 and 45 minutes (Sherman and Jensen 1962, Stone

and Sharf 1973, Scherer et al. 1987). Based on these observations, 45 minutes should be a sufficient

loading time for WU to appear. (3) Vocal fatigue was not likely to occur during the first loading

session in the morning, because the loading task (reading aloud a novel) was obviously not

considered especially strenuous by the subjects: the Symptoms of the throat and voice with Central

fatigue were only slightly elevated after the first loading session (Fig. 4); the subjective signs of

vocal fatigue increased later during the test day, as it was seen in Study III. In the study by Neils

and Yairi (1987), a 45-minute reading period in the morning also failed to caused any clear signs of
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fatigue even with background noise levels as high as 70 and 90 dB(A). The findings of Sherman

and Jensen (1962) and, partly, Scherer et al. (1987) point into the same direction: the subjective

(positive) effects of WU lasted for longer than 45 minutes of vocal loading. In our material, the

general voice quality (judged by a trained listener) did not change statistically significantly during

the first loading session in either females nor males (Vintturi, unpublished results). (4) The subjects

(students) arrived at 8.00 a.m. The time of beginning to produce the first voice samples (8.45 a.m.)

was about the same as the usual time of beginning lessons at the university. We therefore assumed

that any marked non-specific morning hoarseness would already have disappeared by the time the

first voice samples were recorded. The findings of a previous study without vocal loading (Vilkman

and Manninen 1986) also point to that direction: no directly time-dependent changes in the F0 or

SPL values in normal oral reading samples between 9.15 and 11.10 a.m. could be seen in sixty

normal male subjects. Similarly, the results of a study by van Mersbergen et al. (1999) failed to

reveal any clear evidence of time-of-day effects (morning vs. evening) on VRP performance in 20

vocally healthy untrained women. For these four reasons, it seemed probable that the first 45

minutes of vocal loading would have been sufficient for the vocal WU to take place and, on the

other hand, sufficiently short to prevent any marked vocal fatigue.

However, there were some later findings to suggest that vocal fatigue may have been

partly responsible for the observed changes as well: (1) Some of the symptoms were slightly

elevated after the first loading session already (Central fatigue: 2.43/10; Symptoms of the neck,

shoulders and back: 1.19/10; Drying in the mouth and throat: 3.75/10; Symptoms of the throat:

2.62/10; Symptoms of the voice: 2.58/10; Fig. 4) (III); if the subjective effects of the first loading

session had exclusively beneficial – as it has traditionally been assumed in view of WU – it seems

unlikely that such slightly elevated symptom mean values would have been recorded, at least for

Symptoms of the throat. On the other hand, it has been shown that vocal symptoms may exist even

without vocal loading: Boone (1991) found that 25% of the adult population are displeased with the

way they sound. If the subjects had been asked about their symptoms before the first loading

session already, it would have been possible to measure the change during the first 45 min of vocal

loading, which would have given more information of the possible fatiguing changes.

Unfortunately, no such feature was included in the design. Thus, there was no way to check whether

or not the symptoms were slightly elevated before the test already. (2) The voices of some subjects

were found to become perceptually more pressed during the first loading session (a paper under

preparation), which can be seen as a negative effect from the perceptual and physiological point of

view. The change can be assumed to be associated with a hyperfunctional change and, possibly,

vocal fatigue. It seems unlikely that the experienced listeners would have judged the samples
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(played in a random order) as more pressed if the real change in quality had been a more “warmed-

up“ voice. On the other hand, when the subjects showing a perceptually pressed voice quality

change were excluded from analysis, the effect of the first 45 min loading session was still a

statistically significant shift toward more effortful voice production in the remaining subjects

(Females: SQ of normal phonations increased; F0 and SPL of loud phonations increased; fAC, dpeak,

AQ of loud phonations and SPLSF at e1 decreased. Males: p, SPL, fAC, dpeak of soft phonations

increased; intraoral pressure, fAC, dpeak and SPL of normal phonations increased; SQ of loud

samples and VRP upper limit values at e1 decreased; p < 0.050 in paired samples Student’s t-tests;

a paper under preparation).

Hence, in the light of this discussion, it can be assumed that the subjects reached

different points on the continuum from the WU period to vocal fatigue during ESVL (see Fig. 2),

which could be expected because of the large inter-individual variation in voice studies (e.g., Neils

and Yairi 1987). The ESVL change was a shift toward more effortful voice production; if the

different stages of vocal loading are understood according to Table 3, it seems that the effects of

WU on the physiological parameter level may well be a shift toward more effortful voice

production. This idea may seem contradictory to the empirical notion that WU makes voice

production easier and smoother. However, here, as in all voice science, it is necessary to make a

difference between the corporeal (physical, measurable) and mental (subjective, perceptual,

descriptive) levels, as Sonninen (1994) pointed out.

6.3. SHORT VOCAL REST IN TERMS OF VOICE PARAMETER CHANGES (II)

6.3.1. Soft female voices

The combination of p, fAC and dpeak decreases in soft female voices can be taken as a sign of less

effortful voice production. The decrease in OQ values might imply either more effortful voice

production or an increased mobility of vocal fold mucosa (cf. Nakagava et al 1998: OQ increased

when high-viscosity lubrication was used, which suggests that increased viscosity of the vibrating

vocal folds results in increased OQ). The latter explanation seems more probable in the light of the

other results and the empirical data.
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6.3.2. Normal voices

Some of the changes seen in the normal phonation samples were signs of a more rounded pulse

form in females (an increase in CQ and a decrease in SQ values) and males (an increase in OQ and

AQ values); the SPL drop in normal male voices fits well into this picture. The increased lgfAC in

the normal male voice samples might be due to increased OQ. The remaining changes (a decrease

in the OQ values in the normal female voice samples, and an increase in the F0 values in the normal

female and male voice samples) might imply either more effortful voice production or increased

mobility of vocal fold mucosa (decreased viscosity of the vibrating vocal fold leads to faster

deformation and, thus, larger F0; cf. Titze 1989, 1994 p. 35). As with soft female voices, the latter

explanation seems more probable.

The SVR effects were mainly seen in the normal voice samples; normal voice is

produced in a more automatic or “unconscious“ way than the extremes of vocal capacity, which

may be the reason for normal voice being more indicative of physiological changes.

6.3.3. Loud male voices

The only statistically significant change in the loud male voice samples was the increased intraoral

pressure. One possible explanation might be that the energy recovery due to the rest enabled the

males to use higher subglottal pressures.

6.3.4. Comparison with earlier studies

The results can be interpreted as indicating less effortful voice production, a more rounded pulse

form or increased mobility of vocal fold mucosa (with the exception of the increased intraoral

pressure in the loud male voice samples). As it can be seen in Table 5, the results on the effects of

SVR have varied notably. Moreover, the studies by Vilkman (1998a) and Lauri (1997) were based

on the same material as the present study. Therefore, comparisons are difficult to perform.

In the light of our laboratory studies, human voice has generally been found to change

toward more effortful voice production due to vocal loading (see Section 6.2.3.). It can be

speculated as to whether this normal adaptation of healthy voices should be considered a risk factor
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per se, at least in some individuals and from the physiological point of view. If this is the case, the

effects of SVR seem to be beneficial at the physiological level, making voice production less

effortful (cf. Brown and Holbrook 1985). At the perceptual (communicative) level, however, the

effects may be either positive (pressedness decreased in most females; Vintturi et al. 2001) or

negative (decreased SPL). Subjectively, the effects of SVR were positive according to Study III

(Fig. 4).

6.3.5. Physiological mechanisms involved in the effects of lunch break on voice production

As it was suggested on the basis of Fig. 2, part of the SVR effects might be caused by the same

mechanisms as WU and vocal fatigue, acting in a reverse manner (Section 2.2.4.). This might

explain the observation that several parameters showed opposite changes during loading and SVR

(Table 10).

In addition to the postulated mechanisms of SVR in Section 2.2.4., the possible

change in the viscosity of vocal fold mucosa due to the lunch break deserves more attention. The

lunch itself may have played some role in the SVR results: (1) Activation of the parasympathetic

nervous system causes increased mucus production in the salivary glands and bronchi (Ross 1982).

The mucus produced in the respiratory tract is transported upward to the subglottis by the ciliated

epithelial cells of the airways (Clarke and Yates 1994) and further through the larynx by the

mucosal waves of the glottal region (Kawaida et al. 1990). The increased amount of mucus in the

glottis may have enhanced the lubrication of the vocal folds, which has been found to be important

for vocal fold function (cf. Nakagava et al. 1998). (2) On the other hand, sufficient hydration has

been shown to be beneficial for voice production due to the decreased viscosity of the vocal fold

tissue (Finkelhor et al. 1988, Verdolini-Marston et al. 1990). The viscosity of mucus has been

shown by Nakagava et al. (1998) to affect the vocal fold function as well: a low-viscosity lubricant

was associated with better function of the vocal fold mucosa than a high-viscosity lubricant in

excised canine larynges. Thus, the fluid intake during the lunch may have reduced the viscosity of

either the vocal fold tissue or the mucus (or both), thereby making voice production easier. (3) It is

also possible that the chewing of food reduced muscle tension in the head and neck region, leading

to less effortful voice production. (4) Further, post-prandial relaxation may have reduced the effort

of voice production as well.

There are probably also other mechanisms involved in SVR, at least in some cases.

Stemple et al. (1995) found that a two-hour vocal loading at a 75-80 dB level (at a distance of 45
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cm) caused anterior glottal chinks in six of their ten subjects. In a study by Lira et al. (1971), six

male volunteers loaded their voices by shouting for as long as they could. Their vocal folds and

voice quality were examined before and after the experiment. There was large variation in the

amount of vocal fold edema as well as in the bowing of the vocal folds after the vocal loading, and

these changes were totally absent in some cases. In a study by Scherer et al. (1987), vocal fold

edema could be seen after 1 or 2½ hours of heavy vocal loading. Against this background, it can be

assumed that even our study may have involved vocal fold bowing or vocal fold edema, which

diminished during SVR in some subjects. For instance, it is tempting to speculate that the F0 rise

during SVR in normal phonation, which was seen in both genders, could be explained by the

reduced vibrating mass of the vocal fold mucosa due to reduced edema. (On the other hand, the

increase in F0 might be due to decreased viscosity of the vocal fold tissue; see Section 2.2.2.) At the

level of voice function, however, it is important to study how organic changes affect voice

production at the behavioral level, that is to say, what kind of compensation and adaptation

procedures are used as a reaction to organic changes.

6.3.6. Baseline shift

It could be seen that the average parameter values did not always return to the pre-loading level

during the lunch hour (Tables 10 and 12). It can be assumed that the lunch break was not sufficient

for full vocal recovery to take place: it was possibly too short, and social conversation may have

reduced the effects of vocal resting. Thus, it is obvious that, in everyday life, a lunch break of 45

min is not sufficient for the recovery of, for example, female teachers’ voice.

Another explanation for the finding that the average parameter values did not always

return to the pre-loading level might be the diurnal variation of the parameter values, which did hide

the effects of resting. The phenomenon was studied by Vilkman and Manninen (1986): they found

that the F0 of normal young males (n = 10) showed a decreasing trend during the morning and

afternoon, regardless of the background noise level (no noise or 90 dB(A) noise). In contrast to their

results, our data showed an increase in the F0 values of the normal phonation samples during both

the morning loading and the lunch break; thus, the possible decreasing diurnal trend was

overshadowed by the effects of vocal loading and resting, at least in the case of F0. VRP

performance did not differ between the morning and the evening in another study (van Mersbergen

et al. 1999).
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The finding that some parameter values failed to return to the pre-loading level during

a rest has direct implications for voice studies as well: the conditions at the baseline or the rest level

should be controlled carefully to avoid artifacts.

6.4. VOCAL LOADING AND SUBJECTIVE SYMPTOMS (III)

The finding that most symptoms increased during vocal loading is well in line with the everyday

experience and earlier studies (Scherer et al. 1987, Buekers 1998a). The following mechanisms can

be assumed to underlie the observed increase: Some aspects of Central fatigue (Factor 1) are caused

by mental work or overstraining of one part of the psychomotor system (Kroemer and Grandjean

1997); such features were included in the loading task of this study as well. Static muscle

contraction (long-standing or sitting; a rather monotonous loading task) may have led to muscle

fatigue (see Section 2.2.3.) and, thus, to Symptoms of the neck, shoulders and back (Factor 2). The

increased airflow through the nose, mouth and throat due to prolonged vocal loading may have

dried the mucosal linings of these structures (Drying in the mouth and throat; Factor 3). Symptoms

of the throat (Factor 4) and Symptoms of the voice (Factor 5) may be due to the mechanisms

discussed in Section 2.2.3. Moreover, Symptoms of the throat (Factor 4) might partly result from the

drying of the throat.

The peak mean values were reached either at the end of the morning loading (3 x 45

min) or at the end of the test (5 x 45 min of vocal loading). For the former possibility, it may be that

(1) SVR relieved the symptoms (Factors 2 – 5), which was also the case in the two earlier studies

(Brewer and Briess 1961; Scherer et al. (1987) for the other subject). It is also possible that (2) the

subjects felt the task to be no longer so fatiguing in the afternoon because the end of the test was

closer. (3) Drying in the mouth and throat reached a peak mean value during the pre-lunch loading

session and the smallest mean value during the post-lunch loading session; the reason for the

decrease may be the liquid intake and increased saliva production due to the lunch.
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6.5. EFFECTS OF GENDER AND EXPOSURE FACTORS ON THE EARLY STAGE OF

VOCAL LOADING, THE SHORT VOCAL REST AND THE LOADING-RELATED

SUBJECTIVE SYMPTOMS (I-III)

6.5.1. Gender

There were no marked differences in ESVL changes between females and males (I). In SVR, the

gender difference in AQ normal phonation values was interesting: in males, the values of AQ

decreased during loading and increased during resting, whereas females showed only loading

changes. Accordingly, the lunch break seemed to alleviate the features of pressed phonation in

males, whereas no such change was evident in females. Moreover, OQ normal phonation values

showed opposite SVR-related changes in females and males (decrease vs. increase). An increase in

OQ values is associated with a less pressed, breathier voice, which is in line with the simultaneous

AQ change in males. The OQ decrease in females might imply a decrease in the viscosity of vocal

fold mucosa or mucus (see 6.3.1. and 6.3.2.). The reason for the slight difference in the reaction

patterns between the genders remains unknown. The role of behavioral aspects cannot be excluded,

because the subjects‘ vocal behavior during the lunch was not controlled: therefore, it is possible

that females (being empirically more talented verbally than males) may have conversed more,

which may have led to smaller resting changes of the voice (i.e., less effective recovery of AQ

values in the females) (II).

Some gender differences (such as differences in F0) are self-evidently caused by the

different dimensions of female and male larynges: Titze (1989) calculated the scaling factor to be

1.2 or 1.6, depending on which measure is to be compared. Nevertheless, the background of more

complex differences, such as the greater tendency to vocal fatigue in females than males (III,

Aaltonen 1989, Pekkarinen 1992, Russell et al. 1998), is largely unknown. (1) One explanation

might be the difference in F0: the higher F0 seems to increase the vocal fold collision forces (Titze

1993), which could lead to fatiguing changes earlier than in males (such as the subjective increase

in the cracked quality of voice during the a.m. loading in females (III) and the increased muscle

fatigue due to the increased effort in voice production in an attempt to compensate for the

deterioration of voice quality). Moreover, the higher F0 (especially in loud female voices) might

explain the greater sensitivity of females to air humidity (Study I): it is possible that this leads to

greater demands on the viscous properties of the vibrating tissue (cf. Titze 1981, 1989). (2) There

are also structural gender differences in vocal fold mucosa: Hirano and colleagues (1983) found that

vocal fold mucosa is slightly thicker in males than in females; moreover, along with aging, the
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vocal fold mucosa of males becomes stiffer than that of the females’ (the superficial layer of the

lamina propria becomes thicker and edematous and the deep layer of the lamina propria becomes

thicker due to the increasing size and density of collagenous fibers; all changes are more

pronounced in males than in females). The thicker mucosa in males might be more resistant to

mechanical stress during voice production (and partly responsible for the lower F0). (3) According

to Pekkarinen et al. (1992), females have a tendency to increased vocal effort during loading; this

would explain why females also experience fatigue more easily. In the present findings, however,

the intraoral pressure values for soft and normal voices showed almost no statistically significant

gender differences (with one exception: males used statistically significantly (p < 0.050) higher

intraoral pressures in soft voices in the end of the test); in loud voices, males used higher intraoral

pressures than females in all samples (Vintturi, unpublished data). Therefore, the evidence of

greater effort in female voice production compared to males seems contradictory. (4) Titze (1989)

suggests that females have greater prephonatory width than males. If this is the case, voice

production might require more muscular effort in females than males, leading to earlier fatigue as

well. (5) Psychogenic differences can not be excluded either: for example, females might have a

lower threshold in reporting symptoms than males.

6.5.2. Ambient humidity

The females’ lower margin of VRP and the males’ intraoral pressure values in soft phonations

increased more in dry than in humid air. Moreover, the males’ average intraoral pressure in the first

sample already was statistically significantly (p ≤ 0.050) higher in dry than in humid air in soft and

loud phonations (Vintturi, unpublished data). These findings are in line with the earlier results,

according to which poor hydration is associated with higher PTP (Verdolini-Marston et al. 1990).

The reason for such difference might be the increased viscosity of the vocal fold mucosa (Titze

1981, Finkelhor et al. 1988, Verdolini-Marston et al. 1990) or the lubricating mucus (Nakagava et

al. 1998) due to dry air.

The increased effort in voice production due to humidity was best seen in the loud

female voices. Part of the changes were signs of increased maximum performance (a rising trend at

the upper margin of VRP in the low-humidity conditions and a decreasing trend or hardly any

change in the high-humidity conditions), which may be beneficial from the communicative point of

view. Yet, some of the changes may be signs of pressedness: the pulse form became sharper (AQ

decreased) and, despite the increased intraoral pressure, fAC decreased in females (Table 13) (I).
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Although humidity had such a distinct effect on ESVL changes, it played a less important role in

SVR. It may be possible that the effects of eating and drinking (see 6.3.5.) outnumbered the effects

of air humidity in both dry and humid air.

On the basis of the effects of air humidity on voice parameters, it is not surprising that

subjective symptoms were also more marked in the low humidity group than in the high humidity

group. That is in line with the everyday experience: voice professionals often report on having

difficulties to work in dry air (Table 3) (III).

When the co-effects of two exposure factors were studied, one interesting result was

found: The group with loud loading voice and low air humidity showed a statistically significant

rise in the normal phonation F0 values during ESVL already, after which F0 remained at a high

level (with no change during SVR). In the other combinations of humidity and output, ESVL was

not associated with a marked increase in F0, whereas SVR caused at least some increase in the F0

values; the largest rise could be seen in the high-output group in high-humidity conditions

(especially in females, n = 10). It seems logical that the most conspicuous loading and SVR changes

occurred in the high-output group rather than in the low-output group, because the difference

between resting and loading was larger in the former than in the latter group. High humidity seemed

to be associated with lesser loading effects than low humidity and, on the other hand, to enhance the

change in SVR (II).

Of the three exposure factors, ambient humidity was the only one to affect the subjects

before the test already. Therefore, ambient humidity had effects on the baseline levels of several

parameters in this study (Vintturi, unpublished results) similarly to some earlier ones (Verdolini-

Marston et al. 1990, Hemler et al. 1997, Sihvo 1997). The former studies by Verdolini-Marston et

al. (1990) and Hemler et al. (1997) used rather extreme manipulation of body hydration and

ambient air humidity; it was interesting to see that even the small seasonal variation was enough to

produce measurable and consistent effects. Thus, there may be seasonal variation in vocal functions.

The finding that ambient air humidity of 25% had a negative effect on vocal functions is in line with

the notion that relative indoor humidity below 30% affects adversely the mucous membranes of the

nose and throat (Kroemer and Grandjean 1997, pp. 365-368).

6.5.3. Output level of vocal loading

During ESVL, the output level of vocal loading had few statistically significant effects on

parameter changes. All the effects can be interpreted as signs of a greater effort due to the harder
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loading task (for example, the higher output level of loading was reflected in increased skewness of

the glottal flow waveform in the soft male voice samples during the pause), which can be seen as

adaptation to the task. In a study by Vilkman et al. (1998b), the output level used during the loading

was reflected in the voice parameter values during the pauses as well. At a subjective level, Sander

and Ripich (1981) got similar results: They had their young male subjects with normal voice

phonate for ten minutes with “loud” (n = 12) or “very loud” (n = 12) voice. Over half of the subjects

(11/12 in the loud group; 6/12 in the very loud group) felt that speaking required more effort at the

end compared to the beginning of the experiment.

The physiological background of the difference between the output groups may be

that the change in velocity during the collisions is higher when the output level is higher (cf.

Holmberg et al. 1988), which leads to a greater collision force as well (Titze 1993). This may have

led to greater mucosal changes (such as an increased amount of tissue fluid in the vocal fold

mucosa) during ESVL; such changes would presumably persist during the following pause as well

(I). The adaptation to louder voice use might be of behavioral origin as well.

The loudness level of vocal loading had an unexpectedly small effect on the parameter

changes during ESVL (and even lesser effects on the SVR changes). This finding is in line with the

study by Sander and Ripich (1981): Fewer than half of the subjects in both loudness groups felt that

their voices were less clear at the end compared to the beginning of the experiment; the authors

concluded that talking more loudly did not precipitate the heard or felt fatigue. Another reason for

the few effects of output level in our study might be that the true difference between the output

groups was probably not very large: it can be assumed that few subjects loaded their voices at a

substantially louder level than 65 dB(SPL) because the loading had to be continued throughout the

test day. On the other hand, based on the present findings, it seems probable that even the softest

loading voices were above 50 dB(SPL) (approximately the lowest SPL used by the subjects in the

voice samples). Based on the findings by Neils and Yairi (1987), such rather small differences in

the output level of vocal loading do not necessarily affect the loading changes.

6.5.4. Posture during vocal loading

During ESVL, posture had its main effects on male VRP, which was shifted upward in the sitting

subjects (as a sign of more effortful voice production) and downward in the standing subjects (less

effortful voice production). It is difficult to say why speaking in a sitting compared to standing

posture demanded more effort in males, and whether or not this should be considered a potentially
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harmful feature: (1) The rise of the lower margin (i.e., PTP) in sitting subjects may reflect a change

toward more pressed phonation; from the physiological point of view, this may be harmful for the

vocal fold mucosa (Hillman et al. 1989) (I). (2) From the communicational point of view, the rise in

the upper margin of VRP in the sitting subjects reflects better performance (I). (3) At the subjective

level, sitting posture was associated with fewer Symptoms of the neck, shoulders and back pooled

over the test than standing posture. When the five loading sessions were studied separately, it

appeared that, in females, the difference was statistically significant at the 10% level during the

third and fourth loading sessions. In males, instead, the difference was statistically significant

throughout the test, i.e., in the first loading session already (III). It is difficult to say which of these

points of view is the most important. I consider the effects on the lower margin of VRP more

important than the upper margin effects from the practical point of view: few professionals need to

produce as loud voices as possible for a longer period, whereas the softest possible voices may be

indicative of mucosal function at the vocal folds and may therefore have effects on all voice

production. Therefore, standing posture may be more favorable for males in order to maintain

relaxed vocal performance (I).

The observed difference in Symptoms of the neck, shoulders and back in males may

have been due to selection bias: the standing males possibly had more Symptoms of the neck,

shoulders and back before the test already. Unfortunately, the first questionnaire was filled in after

the first lesson, and there is hence no way to check whether this situation prevailed before the first

loading already. Consequently, two possibilities remain: (1) standing posture was associated with

more Symptoms of the neck, shoulders and back than sitting posture in males, and the difference

occurred during ESVL already, or (2) the standing subjects had more Symptoms of the neck,

shoulders and back than the sitting subjects on the test day by chance. Because of this uncertainty,

the result of standing posture being associated with more subjective symptoms than sitting posture

in males must be regarded with caution (III).

Posture had more significant effects on SVR than on ESVL changes. The effects of

posture possibly did not have enough time to occur during ESVL, but they may have become

important during the total of 3 x 45 min vocal loading before lunch. Thus, the recuperative changes

during SVR would show posture-dependent changes as well (II).

During SVR, posture affected the AQ values in normal phonations: it seemed that the

loading-related more effortful voice production was better eliminated during SVR in the subjects

who had been standing during the vocal loading compared to the sitting group (II). It seems logical

that the resting change was larger in the standing group, because the difference between the loading

task and the rest (different posture) was larger than in the sitting group.
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6.6.1. Relationship between sound pressure level and differentiated glottal flow between soft

and normal voices (IV)

The are several possible reasons for the observed change in the shape of differentiated glottal flow:

it might be due to an earlier onset of vocal fold contact (decreased CQ) or increased skewing

(increased SQ) in sample 5 (Sundberg et al. 1993). (Increased glottal flow does not change the

shape of differentiated glottal flow.) It is also possible that secondary excitations may be partly

responsible for the increased SPL between the samples 4 and 5. Nevertheless, it seems improbable

that the difference would be mainly caused by secondary excitations in the light of Study V: first,

the main excitations clearly dominated in the 70-80 dB region; second, the effect of secondary

excitations decreased compared to the effect of primary excitation in the 70-80 dB region (Fig. 12).

6.6.2. Secondary excitations of the vocal tract (V)

One limitation of the method used (ERME) is that it depicts only the relationship between primary

and secondary excitations, not the real energy values. If, for example, the energies of both types of

excitation increase proportionally, the value of ERME remains the same. Hence, the behavior of

ERME gives an idea on the relative importance of secondary excitations only.

The present study used the change in vocal intensity as a method to detect the shift

between the relative importance of primary and secondary excitations in voice production. An

interesting question is whether it would be possible to change the ERME value without changing

SPL simultaneously; such a change might be achieved by changing phonation type along the

breathy – pressed axis.

As stated in Section 2.4.2.3., secondary excitations occur at different phases of the

glottal cycle. It may be possible that different places of origin are differently represented in soft and

loud voices or in different phonation types. For example, excitations occurring during the closed

phase may be associated with the small movements of the surface of the vocal folds (Holmes 1976);

such oscillation might be caused by the previous (hard) glottal closure, typical of pressed phonation

(cf. Hillman et al. 1989).

The practical consequences of using predominantly either primary or secondary

excitations remain open for further research. Secondary excitations might be associated with lesser

collision forces than primary excitations; the energy losses might be predominantly caused by other

mechanisms, such as friction (cf. Sonninen et al. 1972).
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7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1. Early Stage of Vocal Loading and Short Vocal Rest in terms of voice parameter changes

(Hypotheses 1 and 2)

As hypothesized, ESVL affected many voice parameters in both females and males: voice

production became more effortful, which is considered here a useful method to adapt oneself to

vocal loading. It seems probable that the observed ESVL effects were mostly caused by WU.

Nevertheless, because the inter-individual variation in voice studies is large, ESVL caused

undoubtedly vocal fatigue for some individuals.

SVR was also reflected in the voice parameter values: the changes could be seen as

signs of (1) a shift toward more hypofunctional voice production, (2) energy recovery, or (3)

increased mobility of vocal fold mucosa. The last mentioned mechanism could be connected to

eating and drinking during the lunch break. The mechanisms 1 and 3 are beneficial for vocal fold

mucosa at the physiological level. Because the parameter mean values did not always return to the

pre-loading level during SVR, it is obvious that a short break is not sufficient for the post-loading

recovery of the professional voice, either.

The results on ESVL (more effortful voice production) and, partly, SVR (less effortful

voice production, more rounded pulse form) suggest that ESVL, WU and SVR can be seen as

different stages on a continuum of vocal loading.

7.2. Vocal loading and subjective symptoms (Hypothesis 3)

Vocal loading was associated with changes in a number of subjective symptoms: most values

increased during vocal loading, as expected. Females had more symptoms than males.

7.3. Effects of some exposure factors (Hypothesis 4)

Gender, ambient humidity, output level of speech during vocal loading, and posture during vocal

loading had at least some statistically significant effects on ESVL and SVR changes and loading-

related subjective symptoms.

Dry air was associated with more effortful voice production after ESVL than humid

air. High ambient humidity had beneficial effects on vocal loading-related subjective symptoms
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and, on the other hand, recovery from loading-induced parameter changes. Females were more

sensitive to the effects of ambient humidity than males. The findings imply that even moderate

(seasonal) variations in ambient humidity produce measurable effects in vocal performance.

The effects of a high output level of vocal loading could be interpreted as signs of

greater effort in voice production, and this was reflected in the vocal performance during the

pauses.

The loading-related more effortful voice production may be better eliminated during

SVR in the subjects who have been standing during the vocal loading compared to the sitting

subjects. It is possible that males should stand while speaking in order to maintain relaxed vocal

performance. Nevertheless, Symptoms of the neck, shoulders and back may be associated with

standing rather than sitting posture.

It seems necessary to standardize the gender and exposure factors as well as the pre-

test state of voice usage between the subjects before tests aiming to assess minor changes in voice

parameters.

7.4. Aspects of glottal flow involved in the regulation of voice intensity (Hypothesis 5)

In addition to the value of dpeak, two additional features of glottal flow affected the regulation of

voice intensity: (1) the shape of the differentiated glottal flow curve near the instance of glottal

closure, and (2) the secondary excitations of the vocal tract. The role of the latter was emphasized in

soft and loud voices.

If a large intensity range is studied, modeling the relationship between dpeak and SPL

calls for using more than one linear function.
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